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EDITORIAL

One of the recurring paradoxes of modern life is the need to reconcile self- 
expression and individual freedom of action with the need to temper ones 
natural enthusiasms in order that ones actions do not impinge on the 
freedoms of others. It may be considered, quite justly, that mountain 
eering, being a pastime which gives the individual the freedom to express 

himself in a great many, ways and still be within the bounds of 
"mountaineering", is relatively free from the constraints imposed by the 
outside world; there are no rule books or referees; friendly anarchy can 

reign.

This view was implied recently to the Editor when climbing on Pavey 
Ark with a chance acquaintance. He did not belong to a club, a club was 
not needed; it would be stifling. He did not believe in the British 

Mountaineering Council   "they just try to stop you climbing in certain 

places".

Was he right or wrong? Emotionally he may have been al leasl 
partly right. Probably most of us climb to experience an environment 
largely free from normal constraints. Within purely climbing circles one 
can argue over the meanings of freedom for ever without impinging on the 
freedoms of outsiders   one has only to read the correspondence 
columns of 'Mountain', 'Crags', etc., to see the concern felt by many on 
infringements of their own freedoms, e.g., the controversies over the use of 
chalk, the preplacing of protection pegs on new routes, litter in wilderness 
areas etc. Mountaineers have always been keen on their own inward 
looking ethics. There are no problems there. The problems arise when the 
relationships with the rest of the community are put to the test.

One problem which is of great concern to climbers, whether they 
realise it or not, is the problem of access. The important point is that in 
this country all land is owned by someone, and that includes all the hills 

we walk over and the crags we use for climbing. Admittedly there are 
rights of way and the vast bulk of land owners are of a friendly disposition. 
However, our freedom to go on the hills is a potential interference with the 
lives, interests and freedoms of the farmers, birdwatchers, conservation- 
ists and others.

Once this fact is appreciated, it can be seen that in the face of organ 
ised bodies which may wish to be antagonistic to climbing interests it is in 
the best interests of the climbing fraternity to have a unified voice; such a 
voice means having an organisation of its own, however low key its 
beaurocracy may be. The single voices of individual climbers are unified 
through the club system into .the unified voice of the BMC which in 
practice has many functions, but which for the point under discussion can 
almost be looked upon as the access negotiator for the climber. The 
climber on Pavey Ark obviously did not know (or care) that, although he 
had no time for the BMC, he was enjoying the freedom given to him by
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its hard work. In fact, contrary to his view, if il were not for the BMC's 
negotiators his freedom to climb on many dill's would have vanished 
altogether or at least be far more curtailed than they are now. Examples 
are legion   Gogarth, Tremadoc, Cheddar, the Avon Gorge, Swanage, 
Torbay and a host of Peak District crags and quarries. Matters of access 
are dealt with in the main by the Area Committees on the ground with a 
minimum of fuss.

Even all that is fairly straight forward when put as simply as that. 
However, once a national body is formed and recognised both nationally 
and internationally it inevitably accrues responsibilities which can have 
rather unexpected and far reaching results. One of the other respons 
ibilities shouldered by the BMC is that of training. Except to those 
actually employed in doing it, training is looked upon by most climbers as 
a complete irrelevance. Ignoring it will not make it go away. It must be 
right for the BM.C, the recognised representative body of mountaineering, 
to control mountaineering affairs, and that must include training; if not, 
someone else will do il It is easy to say, 'let them do it', but the body 
charged with guarding the freedom and ethics of the sport cannot allow 
such a basic part of the future of the sport to run the risk of developing in 
ways which may be inimical to the tried and trusted precepts in which we 
all believe, and in effect look to the BMC to preserve. We cannot take 
advantage of any good works done on our behalves without having a 
sense of responsibility back to the BMC; although not uncritically.

As is now well-known there is, at the time of writing, considerable 
disquiet about the future of mountain training, with a breakaway 
Mountain Leadership Training Board under the chairman of the previous 
MLTB claiming to be the only true training body as distinct from the 
BMC's new training board, set up as a result of the Hunt Report. It is to 
be hoped that we all know where the rights and wrongs of the matter lie, 
though it must be said that there has been some bad behaviour on both 
sides and certainly as much heat has been generated as light. This is not an 
attempt to discuss this particular problem, but to point out that it 
illustrates the crux of the whole discussion of freedom in mountaineering 
and the current invasions of that freedom.

Several years ago the Sports Council was formed as part of govern 
ment policy to promote sporting activities and to render aid (financial 
where appropriate) to sporting bodies. Remember the slogan 'Sport For 
All' ? The Sports Council was required to deal with each sport via its one 
governing body. The demands made upon the BMC at that time were such 
that in order to carry out its duties effectively financial aid was needed. To 
accept 'no strings' grant-aid from the Sports Council was logical, though 
the decision to take this step must only have been made with considerable 
misgivings. Since then, such 'no strings' financial aid at BMC and at club 
level has been most welcome; the MAM is one of many clubs to have 
benefited directly. But was the BMC and the whole British climbing 
community naive in believing in a 'no strings' offer from a government
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source? The Executive of the Sports Council has chosen, without proper 
consultation, to cut the BMC grant by approximately half, directing those 
funds to the breakaway MLTB. This appears to be in direct contravention 
of the Councils' own rules; allegations of skullduggery abound! For the 
first time the Sports Council has assumed the right to interfere with the 
internal affairs of a sport. It is especially tragic that mountaineering should 
be the victim as, in general, it is a sport more capable of looking after 
itself than most and has never had the need to form a powerful machinery 
to fight political battles. So, from being a sport most appreciative of its 
freedoms it has become the first to have this kind of direction forced upon 
it by the Sports Council.

How this will end is far from clear; the Sports Council has, at the 
moment, accepted an offer from the Alpine Club to act as peacemaker, but 
how just peace can be brought about and justice done, no-one knows. It is 

a sad lesson to learn that we are not as free as we thought.

Other sports would do well to observe and learn; their governing 
bodies may not be as free as they think; the beaurocrats are probably far 
more concerned with administrative neatness and departmental politics 
than with understanding the sports they are meant to serve. Will sport 
become a political football like health and education, albeit on a smaller 
scale?
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"TOMORROW THEY MIGHT NOT BE THERE"

Gordon Major.

(Adapted from the Presidential Address to the University Graduates Club 
of Birmingham, 4th October, 1976.)

Roughly one-third of the earth's surface is mountainous. Mountains have 
always exerted an influence on man. They figure a great deal in religion. 
Early in the Bible   Genesis, Chapter 8   we read that Noah's Ark, when 
the flood waters subsided, came to rest on Mount Ararat (16,916ft.   
5,165m.) which is in present day Eastern Turkey, very near the border with 
Soviet Russia.

The Psalmist wrote "I will lift up mine eyes unto the hills from 
whence cometh my help". A cynic might have said that these were the 
words of an agonized climber stuck on a cliff face wondering how on earth 
he is going to get up or down, but I prefer the traditional interpretation 
that man derives inspiration from the grandeur and solitude of mountains.

In the Bible mountains are mentioned many more times. For example 
the well known words of Isaiah, Chapter 40, Verse 4 sung in Handel's 
'Messiah'   "every valley shall be exalted and every mountain and hill 
shall be made low". Mountains have been places of revelation, for 
example, Moses on Mount Sinai, Mount Hermon in present day Syria, 
held by some to have been the place of the Transfiguration of Jesus, 
(celebrated there on 6th August) and the Mount of Olives.

Mountains also have a place in other religions. Moun< Olympus in 
Greece (9,579ft.   2,911m.) was in Greek religion the home of the 
Olympian Gods. In Greek mythology the Giants piled Pelion (5,415ft.   
1,650m.) on Ossa (6,490ft.   1,978m.) in order to reach the summit of 
Olympus.

Chomolungma, the Tibetan name for Everest, means "Goddess 
Mother of the World". Edmund Hillary wrote that when he and Sherpa 
Tenzing Norkay were leaving their tent at Camp 9 on 29th May 1953, 
they looked down on Th\ angboche Monastery in Nepal whose Abbott 
had blessed the expedition party before it had set out from Base Camp, 
and they were encouraged by the thought of the Lamas oifering devotions 
to their Buddhist Gods for the safety and well-being of the expedition 
party. On the summit Ten7ing buried in the snow a bar of chocolate and a 
packet of biscuits as tokens to the gods that devout Buddhists believe have 
their home on this, at 29,028ft. (or 8,848 metres) the highest mountain in 
the world. Hillary too placed in a hole in the snow a small crucifix which 
John Hunt had given him two days earlier to take to the top.

While mountains have had a great significance in religion and have 
engendered feelings of reverence and even of worship, this has not always 
been the case. Mountains, before the days of mechanical transport,
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particularly aircraft, had been regarded as physical obstacles; barriers to 

trade and barriers to armies   with the classical exception of Hannibal in 

218 B.C. Feeling cut off by mountains many made them the home of 

devils.
When did this hostile attitude change? Of course no change in 

attitude happens suddenly, but possibly a wish for scientific knowledge 

prompted people to break what was an evil spell. Mont Blanc (known as 

the "Montagne Maudite"   accursed mountain   until the 1750's) at 

15,781ft. (4,801m.), the highest mountain in Europe excluding the 

Caucasus, was first climbed in 1786 by Dr. Paccard and Jacques Balmat 

of Chamonix at the instigation of de Saussure (died 1799), a Swiss, who 

wished to make scientific observations on the summit. De Saussure 

himself climbed Mont Blanc two years later and spent four hours on the 

summit making his observations. Incidentally, the highest mountain in the 

Caucasus is Elbruz (18,481ft.   5,633m. 2,700ft. higher than Mont 

Blanc). It lies just on the European side of the Caucasian watershed and so 

it may well be in Europe. It was first climbed in 1874 by a party of British 

climbers   but earlier, in 1868, Douglas Freshfield (1845-1934) had made 

the first ascent of its lower peak. Douglas Freshfield made three visits to 

the Caucasus, the last in 1889 when he set out to solve the mystery of the 

disappearance of two British climbers, one of whom, W. F. Donkin, a 

Professor of Natural Sciences at Oxford, was a relative of a member of our 

Association. Today, Elbruz is climbed frequently by large organised 

parties of Russians.
Excepting Mount Etna (10,750ft., climbed by Empedocles the Greek 

philosopher in about 540 B.C.), Mont Blanc was the first mountain over 

10,000ft. in Europe to be climbed. Although there were over 61 ascents of 

Mont Blanc between 1786 and 1854 most of the other high peaks of the 

Alps were climbed in the middle of the 19th century. Two notable 

exceptions were the Matterhorn (14,701ft.   4,477m.), and the Meije 

(13,081ft.   3,977m.) in the Dauphine, first climbed by Boileau de 

Castelnau in 1877. Edward Whymper, born in 1840 in London and who 

died in 1911 in Chamonix after visiting W. A. B. Coolidge in Grindelwald, 

and a friend of C. E. Matthews, led the well-known first ascent of the 

Matterhorn in 1865, his party using the route up the Hornli Ridge from 

the Zermatt side. I say "well-known" because of the tragedy on the 

descent when the Rev. Charles Hudson (born 1828, considered the finest 

amateur of his day, and who made the first guideless ascent of Mont 

Blanc in 1855) Douglas Hadow (born 1846), Lord Francis Douglas and 

the Chamonix guide Michel Croz were killed, following a slip by the 

rather inexperienced Hadow and the breaking of a weak rope. It is sad to 

reflect that a competitive urge had entered this first ascent. There was a 

rival attempt at the same time from the Italian side led by Whympers 

great rival, Jean Anthoine Carrel. Carrel was later to die of exposure, in 

1890, on the Matterhorns' Italian ridge. It may be that this was the first 

manifestation of a rather unpleasant competitive spirit about which I have 

a little more to say later.
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Women began serious climbing in the Alps in the I860's, although in 1809 Maria Paradis was the first woman to ascend Mont Blanc and in the 1840's a number of women began to travel through the less-known parts. Prominent among the first women to climb were the American Meta Brevoort (1825-1876, aunt of the Rev. William Coolidge, another climber, historian of the Alps, editor of the Alpine Journal, and who took Holy Orders in 1876. He died in 1926 at Grmdelwald where he had lived since 1896), Lucy Walker who in 1871 was the first woman to ascend the Matterhorn, Kathleen Richardson in 1888 the first woman to ascend the Meije and Mrs. Aubrey Le Blond who in 1907 was one of the founders of the Ladies Alpine Club, the first woman's climbing club in Britain. Mrs. Le Blond was born of a wealthy Irish family and married three times. In 1895 and in 1899 after her favourite guide's son had been killed she turned her attention to the unclimbed peaks of Arctic Norway including the Lyngen Peninsula 220 miles north of the Arctic Circle. She died in 1934. She believed that women had as much right and an equal capacity to climb mountains as men. (She must have been a precursor of Women's Lib). This was a view not shared by all male climbers of the time, some of whom said that a peak like the Matterhorn might be climbed by a woman but not by a lady!

Still on women climbers, but very much more up to date, I should mention Mrs. Junko Tabei, a 35-year-old Japanese mother who on 16th May 1975 was the first, woman to climb Everest.
It will be appreciated that by aboul the end of the 19th century mountain climbing was beginning to be accepted, even though it was very much of an esoteric pastime.

t have mentioned the Ladies' Alpine Club I should of course meni ion the first club, the Alpine Club which was founded in 1857 with James Ball (born 1818 in Dublin, son of a judge: died 1889 in London) as the first Pres- sident. The idea of forming this club was mooted by William Mathews when climbing in the Alps in 1857 with Edward Kennedy (1817 1898) and his cousin Edward St. John Mathews (1830 (903), William Mathews was born in 1828 in Hagley. He was a land agent and surveyor in Birmingham until 1893 .-mH Governor Bailiff of King Edwards School and assisted "in. the formation of the Midland Institute. He first visiled the Alps in 1853 where he did very many ascents, regularly climbing with his younger brother Charles who was a town councillor of Birmingham and a friend of Joseph Chamberliiin William Mathews died in 1901.
T" the autumn of 1857 there was a meeting at Mathews' house, The Leasowes. near Hagley, to deal with the preliminaries of forming an Alpine Club, which was fully established in 1858. An occupation analysis of (48 of the first 281 members in the period 1857 to 1863 showed 80 judges, barristers and solicitors, 34 clerics, 19 landed gentry and 15 university dons. The Alpine Club was for men only but un 31st March 1975 the Alpine Club and the Ladies' Alpine Club merged.
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At the turn of the century there was a number of climbing clubs being 
formed. Charles Mathews of Kidderminster, a solicitor in Birmingham, 
founded the Climbers' Club in 1898, one of the senior British climbing clubs 
but not as senior as the Scottish Mountaineering Club founded in 1889 and 
the Yorkshire Ramblers founded in 1892. The Climbers' Club was 
followed by the Rucksack Club (Manchester) in 1902, the Wayfarers 
(Liverpool) in 1906 and the Fell and Rock (Lake District) in 1906(Ashley 
Abraham, one of the Brothers of Keswick Brothers Climb on Scafell, was 
the first President). The Ladies' Alpine Club was founded in 1907 and the 
Pinnacle Club (ladies only) in 1921.

Thus there had been a gradual change round from a dislike and fear of 
mountains to a love and appreciation. Writers such as Coleridge, 
Wordsworth, Byron and Ruskin actually praised mountains. It became 
fashionable to visit the Lake District (even though the emphasis was on the 
Lakes). The Swiss Valley became the resort of the rich tourists.

Now that mountains were considered beautiful, climbing mountains 
naturally followed. Why do people want to climb? This is, of course, a 
complex subject. I will leave aside the jibe that climbing is atavistic   
a return to the means of propulsion of our primeval anscestors. I think the 
simple answer is that people climb because they like it.

Most of us as young children have wanted to climb trees and rocks at 
the sea. It is man's instinct to believe that joy is to be found somewhere 
else than where he stands (however untrue that may really be). Man is 
continually wanting to see round, over and beyond. We all know the 
desire to get to the top and how elusive that top can so often be! When one 
is on the summit there is a glorious feeling of detachment from the world 
and its troubles. One is alone in a region of almost eternal silence, save for 
the sound the wind makes and the sound of a mountain stream and the 
song of birds   noises that are certainly not out of keeping with one's 
environment. Mountains are exquisitely beautiful from most viewpoints, 
but the view from the top is the crowning glory. One can see (assuming the 
mountain is not in cloud!) a whole land mass; other peaks, lakes and maybe 
glaciers; a view quite unknown to the man who never leaves the valley.

Sir Martin (later Lord) Conway in his book "The Alps" writing of an 
early visit as a schoolboy to the Alps in about 1871, describes the ecstasy 
of his first view of the snow covered mountains. Hilaire Belloc in his book 
"The Path to Rome" describes his feelings on first seeing the Swiss Alps 
from the Jura: he wrote "their sharp steadfastness and their clean 
uplifted lines compelled my adoration... From the height of the 
Weissenstein I saw, as it were, my religion".

We have the thrill of the distant view nurtured by the thoughts of the 
pleasures of closer contact and the supreme joy of being at the top. What 
of the going to the top? A dull slog or a frightening experience? Whilst I 
would accept that going up in places can be a slog and sometimes one may 
be using up one's reserves of nervous energy, there is still the joy of 
anticipation, the feeling that you are achieving something away from your 
normal pattern of life.
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It was Geoffrey Winthrop Young, a great man of the mountains   
also a poet and writer   who believed that by close and sympathetic 
physical contact with the mountains we make a real relationship with a 
mountains' personality. Winthrop Young was born in 1877 and educated 
at Marlborough and Trinity; he was assistant master at Eton from 1900 to 
1905 then H.M. Inspector of Secondary Education. From 1897 to 1914 he 
did a lot of climbing in the Alps including many first ascents, notably the 
Mer de Glace face of the Grepon. In the early 1900's he opened up several 
new routes on Lliwedd. In 1918 he married Eleanor, daughter of W. C. 
Slingsby, another famous climber. He served with the Friends Ambulance 
Unit in the Great War and lost a leg in Italy in 1918, but in spite of that 
handicap continued climbing with an artificial leg, even in the Alps. I 
myself saw him on the Crib Goch Ridge in 1938 when he was holding his 
own annual Easter party at the Gorphwysfa Hotel, Pen-y-Pass; now a 
Youth Hostel. He died in September 1958.

I think a comment about climbing fashions may be appropriate. 
Today clothing is special and often colourful. Bright colours have their 
use from the point of view of safety. If you are looking for someone who is 
lost it is much easier to find him if his anorak or cagoule be bright orange 
than if he be wearing fawn. In the early days clothing was rather drab and 
in a way a little formal. Men would wear trilby-type hats, Norfolk 
jackets, shooting breeches and hobnailed boots, the last sometimes 
wrapped in webbing so to obtain a better grip. Such was the wear on the 
1922 and 1924 Everest expeditions. Ladies' dress was really most un 
suitable. A Mrs. Cole recommended ladies engaged on an Alpine journey 
to have a dress of some light woollen material which in case of bad 
weather did not look utterly forlorn; but she did recommend ;i riding 
skirt which could be slipped off and on. The above-mentioned Mrs. 
Aubrey Le Blond believed quite rightly that the long skirts then worn by 
women climbers were dangerous on mountains. She too had a special 
skirt made to wear over her breeches and which she discarded as soon as 
she was out of sight of the village in which she was staying. On one 
occasion she had traversed the Zinal Rothorn from Zermatt and was well 
on her way down to Zinal when she discovered she had left her skirt on the 
other side of the mountain. Knowing that no door in Zinal would open to 
a skirtless female, she repeated the traverse in the opposite direction so as 
to be able to spend the night, free from shame, in Zermatt. Not so Miss 
Lucy Walker, the first woman to climb the Matterhorn; she never used the 
subterfuge of men's clothes and always wore a print dress whose shape she 
carefully renewed whenever an expedition was finished. On the mountains 
she ate nothing but spongecake and drank only champagne.

What about rockclimbing? I suppose one of the best known rock- 
climbs to the non-climber is the Napes Needle standing a little detached 
from Great Gable above Wasdale in the Lake District. A photograph of 
the Needle was in many railway carriages in the old pre-British Rail days. 
This was first climbed solo by W. P. Haskett-Smith in 1886. In 1936 at the 
age of 74 he made his anniversary ascent, but this time he did not go solo,
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but was led by Lord Chorley, then President of the Fell and Rock Club. In 
a way Haskett-Smith popularised rock-climbing in Britain by publishing 
in 1894 the first climbing guide to the British Isles, 3,000 copies of which 
were sold. He intended this guide as a primer for those embryonic climbers 
who might otherwise have missed their vocation. By way of contrast 
120,000 copies were sold of J. E. Q. Barfords, Pelican "Climbing in 
Britain" which cost one shilling in 1946 and which had a tremendous 
impact on post-war climbing.

Rock-climbing can be in gullies, chimneys, open faces, ridges and/or 
cracks. Rock-climbing in Britain began in the gullies   the most obvious 
lines of weakness in a cliff face. At a distance a cliff face can look most 
forbidding, but on closer inspection it will probably be found to comprise 
a series of ledges with short rock walls between: furthermore the rock 
walls are not so steep or so smooth as they first appeared   there are holds 
for the hands and feet   with practice and experience you find you can 
manage with smaller holds and still feel secure. On a cliff face there is the 
thrill of exposure   being on your own but feeling secure away from other 
people except for the one or two others who are joined to you by the bond 
of the climbing rope.

Should artificial aids to climbing be used on British rock? This is 
much argued. Before the 1939/45 war it was almost sacrilage to drive a 
piton in to enable a climber to complete a climb. If it could not be climbed 
free then it should not be climbed. On the other hand it must be accepted 
that artificial aids   pitons, bolts, chocks etc., are certainly a safety 
factor. Again a magnificent new route may be opened up through filling in 
a few blanks by pitons or bolts. Once a route has been climbed free, 
though, no-one should use artificial aids on it just because he finds it 
difficult.

Perhaps here we should consider the danger factor. A basic element in 
mountaineering is the presence of risk in varying degrees. Without this it 
would lose something as vital as is competition in organised games. Those 
who go to the mountains of their own free will must be free to court these 
risks. Nearly all climbers say you should climb within your limits, yet 
continually test those limits so as to expand them. Geoffrey Winthrop 
Young believed no life was worth sacrificing in the mountains. George 
Leigh Mallory said on the 1924 Everest expedition "The party must keep 
a margin of safety". You will remember that Mallory and Andrew Irvine 
disappeared on that expedition and Dr. Noel Odell was the last person to 
see them some 800ft. below the summit. He has said that he remains 
convinced of the strong possibility that they reached the top. He went on 
to say "In action the desire to overcome may have been too strong for 
them   who of us who has wrestled with some Alpine giant. . . could 
hold back when such a victory was in our grasp? Probably Mick Burke 
who disappeared on Everest in September 1975 on Chris Bonnington's 
successful expedition on the South West face, felt the same. He too might
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well have reached the summit. Lord Hunt in his foreword to Chris 
Bonnington's book "Everest the Hard Way" said:-

"Meanwhile let nobody suppose that Everest by any way is 
an easy mountain; it is not. . . the sad toll of life in the 
icefall, the West Cwm and the Lhotse Face bears witness. 
Whenever the wind is blowing it is impossible to move along 
the summit ridges and this means on most days of the year. 
. .. and it is well that this should be the case, for man should 
be humble before the greatest works of nature".

When in the hills one has to be prepared to help others in trouble. 
Perhaps not quite so enthusiastically as the modern young climber who 
saw what appeared to be a girl climber lying face down and absolutely 
still. He dashed up, rolled her over and gave her the 'kiss of life'. "What 
the so and so do you think you're doing?" she objected, "I've just dropped 
my compass down this crack!"

Someone has said that climbers ought to be licensed to climb. This 
appears to be the situation in the Soviet Union. Others have said that it 
should be banned as too dangerous, as some today would ban hang 
gliding.

I suppose logically some could argue for restrictions when one thinks, 
for example, about the proposed compulsory wearing of seatbelts which 
indeed can benefit only the wearer, while a climbing accident can un 
fortunately involve others in dangers   companions on the same rope, or 
unknown helpers in the rescue party. Nevertheless I would deplore 
licensing or prohibition. Men will live in vain, no matter how comfortable 
or safe their way of existence, if they allow the spirit of adventure to die.

I mentioned above, when discussing the first ascent of the Matterhorn, 
the competitive spirit. It was certainly present then and has to some extent 
been there since on some of the big climbs like the Eiger North Face. 
Strangely enough on Everest whilst there have been some tensions about 
the choice of summit parties, there has been a certain amount of passing 
on of information by one expedition to another. Everest (through Nepal) 
is of course booked well ahead. Expeditions to the Himalayas and Andes 
are very expensive these days. You might be able to obtain a grant from 
the Everest Foundation. If that is not forthcoming the answer seems to be 
commercial sponsorship   The Times and Barclays Bank International 
have recently sponsored expeditions. Smaller parties may have to rely on 
as much cheap or donated clothing, equipment and foodstuff as they can 
from manufacturers.

I am sorry to say that what non-Anglophiles might call the "English 
Disease" has spread to locally-recruited porters. In 1975 strikes by 
porters hampered four expeditions to peaks in the Karakorum. In one the 
porters demanded double pay plus additional socks, jerseys and anoraks 
after completing the easy part of the approach.
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Welsh Rock; Phil Skitmore 
on 'Nimbus'.
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Competition is becoming more apparent on the lesser peaks and the 

rock-climbs in Britain. Many young climbers try to outdo others   be the 
first on a climb or be the first to do a climb "free', which has been climbed 
before using artificial aids; sometimes even there is intrigue to keep plans 
secret in case one misses the chance of doing a "first". Whilst I am not 
keen on this competitive spirit, one must accept that for youth the comp 
etitive element often predominates   it is pleasant to succeed where 
others have failed or to improve on the achievemnts of others. However, I 
sincerely trust we do not go anything like as far as the Russians who see 
competition as an end in itself. Each year the Soviet Mountaineering 
Federation holds a national competition to find the champion rock- 
climber and they would like to persuade the U.I.A.A. (the international 
mountaineering body) to hold World Championships. Will it one day be 
an official Olympic sport ? 1 hope not!

I have dealt with people's attitudes to mountains, something on the 
history of mountaineering and motives for climbing. I now turn to two 
very important matters connected with mountains and partly with each 
other. They are the large numbers going to the mountains and the 
conservation of mountains.

First the multitudes on the hills, particularly the young. In the past 
they have quite often been badly clothed, badly shod and badly led. This 
sorry state of affairs has fortunately almost disappeared. The Mountain 
Leadership Training Board issues certificates to those teachers, youth 
leaders and others who successfully complete a course at an approved 
training centre. I believe, for example, that most Education Authorities 
insist that teachers taking school children to the hills should have this 
certificate. The British Mountaineering Council (formed under the leader 
ship of Winthrop Young) initially liaised closely with the M.L.T.B. and is 
now trying to incorporate the Board more closely into its affairs following 
the Hunt Report on mountain education which recommended that 
mountaineers should exert control over such training.

In looking at this problem, there are two facets to consider, One: 
the spontaneous enthusiasm for adventure and urge to find outlets from 
the many frustrations of urban living. Two; the belief of educationalists 
that mountains help the development of personal qualities such as self- 
reliance and confidence. As distinci. from the first the motivation in the 
second is by adults on behalf of young people.

All that I have just been saying about organised parties being intro 
duced to the hills and also to long distance footpaths like the Pennine Way 
and Offa's Dyke presupposes that this is desirable. There is a danger that 
these organised groups contribute a lot to the overcrowding of our 
National Parks and around popular outcrops elsewhere in the country 
which has already resulted from greater affluence and better access roads 
like the M6. Will not the large numbers destroy the very peace and 
solitude they are seeking? Does a wellworn track such as parts of the 
Pennine Way are fast becoming, really encourage endurance and init 
iative ? I would accept that such walks teach endurance but I am not so 
sure about initiative.
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There are some who would discourage school parties on the grounds that the odd one who becomes interested in climbing or walking would have found the means to do it anyway, I am not so sure about this. One always hopes that at least one or two of a school or youth club party may find an interest which he or she would not otherwise have acquired, but for being taken on such a trip. I would mention that the late Dougal Hasten, who at the age of 32 stood on the top of Everest on 24th September 1975, having climbed it by the very difficult South West Face in Chris Bonnington's expedition, was introduced to the hills at the age of 14 when he went out with a youth club at Currie, near Edinburgh. In his book 'Vn High Places" he records the glimmering of aesthetic appreciation which began to show in his mind and the help he had from an under standing youth leader. It is salutary to think that without that early encouragement he might never have been a member of that expedition.
Long distance walking is of course nothing new. It is interesting to recall that William Hutton of Birmingham in 1801 walked at the age of 78 from Birmingham to Hadrian's Wall and then went along the length of the wall in both directions, before walking back to Birmingham.
Sir Leslie Stephen (1832-1904) once walked 50 miles from Cambridge to London in 12 hours to attend a dinner of the Alpine Club. He was another of the intellectual stalwarts of Alpine exploration, having made the first ascents of the Schreckhorn and the Zinal Rothorn. He married firstly the daughter of W. M. Thackeray and was the father of Virginia Woolf by his second wife. A well-known writer, he is mostly remembered in mountaineering circles for his book "The Playground of Europe". He took Holy Orders but intellectual doubts caused him to leave the Church in 1875. He was made K.B.E. shortly before he died.
It is estimated that there are 70,000 rock-climbers and 800,000 mountain walkers in Britain. A lot I am afraid leave litter, some disturb the peace with their transistors, but very much worse is the erosion made by their boots. Harry Griffin, well-known climber and rambler and writer on Lake District topics sees the chief threat as the tourist who wants lay bys, cafes, curio shops, motels and easy access to entertainment and any thing that will spare him the effort of moving more than a few metres from his car.
The erosion is frightening on our British hills. There are popular paths in the Lakes and Wales which have to suffer the tread of probably over 100,000 boots each year. When the path is wet they seek dry land-to the left or right and so more grass is worn away until the mountain presents a broad scar up its side. None of us likes made up paths on the pattern of the lower paths in the Bavarian Alps and the Austrian Tirol, but they are definitely preferable to the broad, muddy or scarified hillsides we are acquiring. The National Trust has made such an experimental path in Langdale on the lower end of Millbeck at the back of the New Dungeon Ghyll Hotel. Volunteers have done repair work on the Pyg Track leading up Snowdon from Pen-y-Pass, and below the Devil's Kitchen.
This country is by no means alone in suffering from a surfeit of people on hills. In 1975 it is said that 3,000 ascended the Matterhorn, mostly by the
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Welsh Rock; Sarah White on 
'Dream of White Horses'. lan Tomlinson 
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Hornli Ridge. Apparently the chief danger on that route now is slipping 
on the orange peel! Even the route up to the Everest Base Camp is being 
spoilt by the litter left by the increasing numbers making that now 
commercially organised trek.

There are other sports and pastimes which can conflict with the 
interests of climbers and walkers. I suppose shooting, hunting and bird- 
watching are all good examples. Gone fortunately are the days of the 
'thirties when moorlands like Kinderscout and Bleaklow were closed for 
the whole year because of game and "there was the mass trespass by 
ramblers. Now thankfully there is some give and take and walkers are 
asked to keep off these moors for only certain times of the year. Birds such 
as kittiwakes, fulmars, guillemots, razorbills and puffins all nest on the sea- 
cliffs of Anglesey and on Berry Head near Torquay. The B.M.C. asks 
climbers to keep away during the nesting season   February to August. A 
current problem is the conflict at Chapel Head Scar in South Cumbria 
between the Cumbria Naturalists Trust and climbers, with the B.M.C. 
attempting to mediate. The owner, Michael Stanley, claims climbers have 
over-zealously gardened   stripped ivy, levered off boulders carelessly 
and sawn off trees up to 25cm. diameter.

Economic desecration is a much more difficult subject. There are 
many examples. Starting with the least offensive, there is moorland being 
brought under cultivation in North Yorkshire so that the open nature of 
part of this attractive countryside is disappearing. The regimented lines 
of trees of the Forestry Commission are sometimes planted right up to the 
top of a hill completely spoiling the lovely outline. Camping and caravan 
sites frequently disfigure the valleys. Far worse are quarries, reservoir 
dams, hydro-electric and atomic energy stations, over-head power lines, 
badly sited factory and other buildings, quite unnecessary so-called road 
improvements such as the A66 through the northern part of the Lake 
District National Park, oil rigs being built in Loch Kishorn in Ross-shire, 
and threatened mining in the Snowdonia National Park. No doubt we can 
think of other examples. Some of the exploits mentioned may be economic 
necessities and as we know we are not a wealthy country by Western 
European and American standards. I just fear that some may only be 
temporary expedients. It is so easy to damage the countryside but it is many 
many years before, nature takes over again. The scars of the Coniston 
mines which ceased working years ago are still very much with us. Can we 
really be sure'that wrong decisions are never taken?

The Natural Trusts of England and Wales and of Scotland, the B.M.C., 
the Friends of the Lake District, the Snowdonia National Park Society, 
the Countryside Commission and other bodies are doing a good job' in 
preventing some, but sadly not all, of the worst atrocities.

The mountains are the basic resource of climbers; we should take 
good care of them. Not just climbers, but others too, enjoy mountains and 
hill country. They are their heritage   our heritage. When in 1924 George 
Leigh Mallory was asked why he wanted to climb Everest he replied 
"Because it is there". We must be ever watchful and guard our heritage   
"or tomorrow it might not be there", 
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SOFT ROCK

A Suite of Climbs
B. A. F. Jones

PIGGOTT'S CLIMB

Graham had driven from London to Glan Dena on Friday evening, 
picking up Mo and me in Birmingham. Our season had started, as was our 
custom in those days, with climbing on Cloggy at Easter and our usual rate 
of progress prevailed: several hours for one hundred feet!

Saturday morning was fine and we made a reasonably early start. We 
carried less gear than now-a-days but it still felt heavy as we walked up the 
railway track. Mo carried a book. Tea and a chat with Mrs. Williams at 
the Half Way House then on again; Mo to a sunny spot in the boulders 
above the lake, we two to the East Buttress.

Have you ever had the feeling that you wish you were almost any 
where but where you are? We dumped our sacks and sat down, backs to 
the cliff. 1 took the proffered cigarette, lit up and tried to relax. Time 
passed. The P.A.'s were examined minutely for non-existent imperfections. 
Graham accepted a cigarette from me. Time passed. The engineer's nut, 
threads removed, chamfered bore ends were regarded with pedagogic 
suspicion by the non-mechanical Willison. Mo shouted something about 
wasting time.

There was movement on the path. Could they be after our route ? We 
changed our footwear, grabbed the ropes and slings and scrambled up to 
the start. The other party appeared below, loudly proclaiming that they 
were going to 'knock off Piggott's'. They sat down, we climbed.

All went well until I arrived at the foot of the Ten Foot Corner. I tried 
to climb it and failed. A good belay, off with the P.A.'s (too tight, as the 
prevailing fashion dictated) and enter Graham. He attacked the corner, 
descended and tried again. We changed places and I failed once more.

By this time the other party were near. We heard remarks concerning 
our speed and obvious lack of ability; after all, by modern standards this 
pitch is only 4b and the long corner is 5a. We ignored all this and smoked 
to calm our strained nerves.

After a suitable interval Graham hurled himself at the rock and urged 
on by nicotine, knees, elbows, teeth, and the noisy fellow who had arrived 
at the stance, disappeared from view. I followed and collapsed onto the 
grass ledge of the Conservatory. Sounds of an Herculean struggle floated 
up. Gasps, grunts and profanities in a monotonous sequence but no 
climber. We were amazed to find that we had spent an hour on this ten 
feet of rock.

I now seized the next pitch (easy) to the foot of the final corners. 
Firmly belayed, with my feet out of their constrictors, I looked at the 
crack above. It was steep and gave the impression of being hard. There was 
a sling about two-thirds of the way up, jammed by its knot.
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Now Graham is an excellent companion, especially on the sharp end 

of the rope, but he is heavy. The bottom of the crack is strenuous and we 
adopted combined tactics. It was not too bad when he stood on my 
shoulders but painful when he stood on my head! (No helmets in those far- 
off days). He fought his way upwards and quite by chance found that his 
foot had slid into the sling so he paused to study the next few feet before 
moving on more easily to the start of the final corner. Being relatively weak 
I had difficulty in starting the pitch; I thrutched, sagged on the rope and 
sank back onto the ledge. After a rest I tried again and with a heave from 
Graham I established myself in the crack. However, unlike my leader I 
used the jammed sling as hand-hold, foot-hold and general life preserver. 
I left its welcome assurance reluctantly and climbed to the stance.

It took us less than five minutes each to climb the layback crack and 
we were pleasantly surprised to find that the whole route had only taken us 
three hours.

When we reached our sacks we were amused to see the following party 
abseiling off from the foot of the Ten Foot Corner. So much for the 
opposition!

THE GIRDLE OF CARREG HYLL DREM

We parked the car below the crag at 8.30 a.m. It was already hot and the 
thought of wearing a helmet was unpleasant, as shirt, shorts and Magic 
Boots were the order of the day. The rocks shimmered in the morning heat 
and we were glad to gain the shade of the tree below the overhanging wall 
of Hardd, at the start of our route.

The route takes a low line across the crag, traversing between large 
overhangs above and small ones below, undulating to find the easiest line.

Pete lashed himself to the tree in delightful shade and passed all his 
slings and nuts to me. I gave most of them back. I'm not strong enough to 
stand with all of them, let alone climb! The first twenty feet were easy; 
leftward up a slab to where the rock curved outward. From this point the 
difficulties slowly increased. A swing into the first bottomless groove then 
continue left into the second groove. I was thankful for good flakes and 
cracks for runners, for although the route is not high on the crag, it feels 
very exposed and Pete looked to be,a long way off, far more than the fifty 
feet he actually was.

The exit from the second groove is the crux and it took three attempts 
before I made the awkward bridging moves up the groove, then out left 
round a large block to the stance and belay. All this time I had to contend 
with a barrage of criticism of my climbing style, use of knees and obvious 
fear. I placed myself in a position to watch Pete's progress. It was his 
turn now!

Pete is a geriatric ex-Physical Education specialist and a sometime 
failed cyclist. In fact he was wearing the cycle race-leader's yellow jersey
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on this glorious August morning. He creaked up the easy slab and wild- 
eyed, fell into the groove, skittered out of it to the crux, took a tight rope 
and arrived at the stance declaring it easy!

"You climb like a cyclist, Bayliss", I said. His reply was unprintable.

We rested and complained about the heat and the fact that sweaty 
hands made the holds slippery, (look, no chalk), then he started the second 
pitch. The first few moves are the hardest and I feel privileged to be one of 
the few people to see a leader appear to be pedalling up a piece of rock. 
It was amazing. There was smoke issuing from the soles of his P.A.'s. It 
couldn't last. It didn't. He hurled himself diagonally left, grabbed a hold 
and vanished round the corner, from whence sounds of heavy breathing 
floated. Thankfully the rest was an easy descent of a slab which was 
accomplished without trauma.

I advanced to the attack. The moves are all of the balance type and 
quite straight forward. Imagine my surprise when I found myself pedal 
ling furiously and leaping for the hold. Mortification   but Pete could not 
see me, so I said nothing, The slab was a welcome relief; I recovered my 
equilibrium whilst climbing down to Pete, belayed in another groove.

From here the difficulties ease but the climbing is still sensational, 
crossing slabs, walls and grooves for another two pitches. The heat was 
intense and I was lucky to find some shade at the end of the third pitch. 
We were parched by this time and the badinage had stopped. In fact we 
hardly spoke until the ropes were coiled and we were walking over the top 
of the crag when Pete said "You know, Jonesie, if you weren't so old 
you'd have a good chance of becoming a mediocre climber!! "

MUR Y NIWL

The President wasn't happy.
Dinner at the Prince's Arms with all that accompanied it plus a late 

night had obviously affected his biochemistry. He really was in no fit state 
to celebrate the thirtieth Glan Dena Anniversary by a walk to Craig-yr- 
Ysfa and a climb. Come to that, neither were the rest of us. It was to be 
Dave's tenth ascent and the first for Bob and Stan. I was allowed to join 
them as the photographer.

Progress up the C.R.G.B. road was slow, except for Stan who left the 
hut late and caught us up on the level stretch above Ffynnon Llugwy in a 
lather of sweat and buckling knees. From here to the col the pace became 
funereal. We foregathered at the top of the Amphitheatre, sorted gear, ("I 
must take that nut. It's indispensible ... Well, no I've never actually used 
it!"), forced our feet into P.A.'s and started downwards, arriving safely at 
the start of the climb.

Dave led. A foot was raised, fingers curled round a small hold, a 
quick surge and he was back on the ground in one 'controlled' movement. 
"The first few feet are the hardest on the climb. I always have trouble with
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the start". The President paled, he looked unhappy. Another attempt, 
another failure. "I'm not climbing well, too much Bass". Bob grunted. 
Stan whistled thinly. I felt sick. Footwear cleaned of mud, again. A 
mighty surge and Dave sped across the traverse as though persued by the 
wraiths of his ancestors. I took a photograph for something to do. We 
three groaned; we were now committed. "It's not too bad when you know 
the sequence of moves. Quite reasonable in fact. Just keep moving", 
floated across from our leader who was tied to three pegs.

The Presidential loins were girded, (not a pretty sight!). He only made 
one false start but half way across the traverse one rope snagged and he 
was almost pulled in half. Quick thinking (he is renowned for this) by Stan 
saved the situation and Bob continued. I went for a walk across the gully.

Dave shot up the corner, arranged a protection runner and traversed 
right to the reverse mantleshelf. I clicked, and wondered why I had come 
with them. Stan tried to look optimistic. Dave now sat on the ledge as if 
on a chair, back to the rock and revolved leftward until he slid down and 
was hanging from his hands, right foot groping for the vital hold. I was 
conscious of a strangled groan from Stan and complete silence from Bob, 
and took another shot, camera-wise that is!

A few move* took Dave to the next stance and Stan advanced to the 
attack. Calling upon the Patron Saint of Morecambe he fought his way to 
Bob, who reluctantly left his belay for higher things. I used more film and 
felt cold.

It was Bob's turn to 'try the reverse mantleshelf. All went well until he 
started traversing along the commodious ledge which crosses an all but 
vertical wall. The ledge is large but our none too sylph-like Pres. felt that 
he was about to topple over backwards. He teetered, he swayed, he found 
a hold and lowered himself until he was sitting down. A stream of advice 
came from Dave.

"I can't do that", from the figure on the ledge. "I'll fall off. It's all 
right for you thin b*g*e*s", and he slowly reclined into a supine position. 
The President wasn't happy, he closed his eyes and appeared to sleep! 
Stan laughed (mild hysteria ?) and I felt very cold (fright!) but continued to 
use the camera. After, more shouting Bob staggered to his feet by dint of 
some reiriarkable contortions an'd retired to think. His second attempt 
proved successful and was watched closely by Stan who was next in line.

It was now my turn to make an effort and after a number of feeble 
attempts I graunched across to Stan, breathless and scared. During this 
Dave had disappeared along the hand traverse and joyfully announced 
yet another pitch completed. Preserve me from cheerful leaders!

Stan flowed upwards, fighting against the pull of gravity and general 
malaise, quickly changed ropes in the top runner and sidled out along the 
ledge, slid off it and climbed up to Bob. He was not his usual chatty self! 
And now Bob vanished from view.

It felt lonely on that ledge with Stan leering down and the knowledge 
that if I came off I would swing onto an overhanging section of the wall.
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Upward progress was slow, the longer I took, the longer I would have a 
top tops. But all things come to an end and I removed the last runner. At 
this point Roberts appeared some sixty feet above, and two pitches in 
advance of me. I thought of a top rops but realised the futility of such a 
request. He's a hard man!

The moment had arrived. Surely the ledge had shrunk since last 
summer? But no, if F.R.R. could lie on it then I could sit on it. I sat, I 
shuffled, I retreated. Perhaps a hand traverse would be the answer? It 
wasn't. Stan paid out the rope faster than he had ever done before to 
allow for my frantic retreat. So back to sitting on the ledge, feet dangling. 
A quick prayer to whoever protects the atheists and off, eyes closed, feet 
scrabbling for the hold. It was quite painless really and I climbed up to 
Stan feeling a little better. He immediately left the stance, anxious to get 
the next traverse over, which he did in fine style.

Bob having moved on, I launched myself, ape-like, at the hand 
traverse and was landed like a fish at the feet of the M.A.M.'s Stanley 
Holloway.

The final two pitches went more easily save for a few moves and at 
last I emerged onto the Bilberry Terrace to be united with the other three 
who were beaming with pleasure.

The President was happy.

DAUPHINE REVISITED: AMBITION FULFILLED

Bob Robinson

I get a nagging feeling when I read mountaineering journals, guide books 
and club magazines, indeed when reading about most sporting activites, 
especially competitive sports, that there is almost a surfeit, a positive 
superabundance of superficially erudite factual information and perhaps a 
bit too much questionable reporting of events, questionable in the sense 
that the sports reporters and sometimes even guide book writers try to kid 
themselves and convince us they can turn their few mundane paragraphs 
into works of art, which only rarely can they be and then only if someone 
like Neville Cardus wields the pen. On the other hand, what is written 
seldom seems to me to have much to do with the aesthetic or emotive or 
dare I say romantic aspects of the sport: there is sometimes a little but 
often rarely anything which tries to express what may motivate and 
energise the participants.

Am I alone in thinking that, for example, pure rock-climbing guide 
books can be the ultimate in boring reading, especially those which aim 
to provide a blow by tiny blow description of each move on every route 
on even the most insignificant crag, seemingly leaving little for the reader 
on which to exercise his imagination and initiative, should he dare to 
venture on to the rock face where we may find him spreadeagled between
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moves with his guide book between his teeth crying for advice as to which 
way to go despite all the chalk marks and that he is only twenty-five feet 
from the ground! Writing guide books has always seemed to me to be a 
special form of egotism and these days, and with the pressure from so 
many climbers, almost an anti-social act, elitism notwithstanding. Perhaps 
my views are conditioned by my feelings that the Alpine, Scottish and N. 
American guide books provide mdre entertainment and stimulation 
because so n.uch more of the detail is inevitably omitted, to be filled in by 
the readers imagination either in his armchair or on the hills. Then there 
may be room for a spark of initiative and may be even for some genuine, if 
restrained, fear, or even terror when the climber can't find the easy way off 
and it's getting late and the storm sets in and he can't read Italian by the 
light of a failing torch. Perhaps maps of mountain or remote areas, just by 
themselves, leaving much more than even a sketchy guide book to the 
reader's imagination and skill are the most stimulating literature or 
reading for the potential traveller in wild and remote places.

However, this brief article is not just for the purpose of knocking 
some guide books or the climbers who like them as they are, (or have 
they known no other?) or their authors. I have, I admit, been guilty of 
writing one, guilty in the sense that I was fearful of the increase in climbing 
traffic it might bring to the crag. Sadly, so it has proved. My aim now is 
rather different. I have simply the thought, even the faint hope, that I may 
be able to suggest by a brief account of a chain of modest but happy 
climbing events that a little romance and a lot of enjoyment can still be 
stimulated by quite modest books which seem to me to have more meaning 
and be far less pretentious than many of the current crop of epic accounts 
of the great-north-wall, last-great-problem, hardest-way-up routes of 
recent years. I am thinking more in terms of more general and emotive 
books which may persuade the reader himself to explore.

Now I cannot lay any claim to being a Byron or a Hemmingway or 
even lyricist like Jones the bard of Telford nor can I suggest there is even 
the remotest prospect I will pluck emotion from your heartstrings but I do 
however have a vague hope I may be able to persuade you to try to recall 
your own romantic ambitions of yesteryear and think again before 
abandoning them for good or by default.

Most of us recall the climbing literature of our younger days and the 
mark it made. The works of Shipton, Tilman, Spencer-Chapman, 
Winthrop-Young, Lunn and Mummery and many other ancient greats 
all gave me high-flying ambitions which time and circumstance have 
frustrated, but I have discovered many others, some maybe even light 
weight according to some critics, which have impressed me more and 
encouraged me to go on searching for my own pleasures in the hills with 
my sights maybe a little lower.

Who has read "Always a Little Further" by Alistair Borthwick and 
not been at least a little impressed? This book has even been reprinted 
recently after many years of absence from the bookshelves. Borthwick uses 
a quotation from James Elroy Flecker's play "Hassan" to open his book
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and it evokes in me a picture of the climbers he describes. In the play, 
The Master of the Caravan asks:

"But who are ye in rags and rotten shoes, 
You dirty bearded, blocking up the way." 

and gets his reply from Ishak:
"We are the pilgrims master, we shall go 
Always a little further."

This book can have a moving quality about it when one recalls the era 
and the climbers about whom the book was written. The young men who 
took to the hills during the great depression like those who fought the 
battle of Kinderscout to gain access, or those of the early Joe Brown era 
who could be the pilgrims of another era. Dare I say that the now trad 
itional climbing garb of many British climbers makes them candidates for 
membership of the caravan.

In the same style there is another book which I was lucky enough to 
get as a gift from a now senior member of the club when I think he found 
himself in possession of a spare copy, this one seems to have become a 
minor classic and collectors item. It is entitled "High Heaven" by Jacques 
Boell and making all allowances for what may seem to be modest 
liberties taken by a sensitive and sympathetic translator, nevertheless the 
author seems to have used a natural and perhaps singularly Gallic 
eloquence to evoke in the reader, at least in me, a feeling of intimacy with 
his own emotional attraction to, if not his love affair with his own 
particular and long and much loved patch of home mountain territory in 
the S.W. Dauphine.

"High Heaven" is more or less a private diary of the authors love 
affair, with the reader being allowed the privilege of following the 
accompanying history of his explorations and successes with many first 
ascents, even in the I930's, far away it seems from the crowds of La 
Berarde or Ailefroide, yet in reality only a few miles away over the tops of 
the mountains. He called his favourite patch his beloved Valgaudemar, 
Valbonnet and Valsenestre. He seems to have found so much amongst the 
dozens of small and not so small peaks. Indeed, after what adds up to 
twenty years or more of paying court to this one area and enjoying the 
affair which began when he was a young man, it is only when his enthus 
iasm has been tempered and mellowed by age and marriage and a family 
that he feels he can come to terms with his admittedly selfish pleasure and 
spend his time, or so he hopes, with his family, "in the huge plains where 
the barbarians encamp"-. But even then, at the end, he has doubts because 
as he said quite happily he recognised that though the spirit might be 
willing the flesh was likely to be weak and if he should be found in the 
mountains then we would all understand.

"High Heaven" stirred me sufficiently to keep alive a romantic 
impression and ambition, till finally in 1975 the opportunity arose to float 
a suggestion that Valgaudemar might be a good idea ... I was slightly
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alarmed when about thirty of my friends and children took me up on my 
plan, not least that I feared that time and circumstance would have 
changed the area so much that the holiday might become a failure and we 
would be faced with the usual problems of too many people and over 
crowded huts. We had all been to the Dauphine before and expected the 
worst. Having sold the idea 'according to the book', I tried to bear in mind 
the introduction by Francois Mauriac in which he says that Jacques Boell 
is one of those enthusiasts who insists that we shall share his passion 
because I felt that soon I might be trying to convince others that I had not 
been too easily persuaded. I began to wonder if our trip to the Rockies 
the previous year had gone to our heads, supposing I could hope to share 
the blame for any disappointments with others. On the other hand I 
thought that those of us who might come together in Valgaudemar could 
well bear in mind something else written by Mauriac that in any new 
venture however modest, we may discover again that unseen bond of 
understanding between friends which unites us in high places, in moments 
of risk or peril as well as in times of-pure pleasure in the mountains. Then I 
remembered what had happened on at least one international expedition 
and hoped the ladies in the party would at least desist from throwing 
stones at my tent to vent their feelings.

So we gathered in La Chappelle one hot sunny day in July and 
decided after a little speculation to use one of the two formal but simply 
equipped camp sites instead of camping 'sauvage', which, astonishingly, 
is still permitted in this as yet largely 'undeveloped' valley. I think that 
'sauvage' camping will soon end because the locals have begun to object, 
justifiably where the villages are affected, to what they consider to be an 
abuse of the privilege. Need I suggest we are all a bit to blame and we could 
still preserve the privilege with a bit of care.

It does not seem necessary to describe the routes in any detail but I 
feel a little more about the region might interest members.

Valgaudemar, Valbonnet and Valsenestre even now show signs of the 
remoteness which must have characterised their past, though they are 
really not very far from Grenoble or even Lyons! Sadly, all the signs of the 
depopulation of the highlands which spread across Europe in the wake of 
the industrial revolution are scattered over the higher valleys, with 
crumbling ruins of small peasant farm houses and chapels gradually being 
swallowed by the forests and wilderness, especially those within the 
boundary of the Ecrins National Park. The valleys do not seem to have 
been swamped by the tide of tourism and perhaps the establishing of the 
Park will stave off the inevitable a little longer.

La Chappelle seems to have been saved by the strange combination 
of corrugated iron (in only modest amounts, and well rusted in places), 
just like parts of Wales, as dereliction came down the valley and by tourism 
advancing from below. All seems in balance now and the village seems to 
have its own character with hill farming and tourism hand-in-hand The 
valley offers much to both Climbers and those who do other things as the 
valley lies east-west and is often full of sunshine for twelve or more hours a
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day. The various trails and paths and the abundance of flowers make 
walking a delight.

As for our climbing, we first found ourselves trying to identify 
familiar peaks from their unfamiliar sides and with more difficulty ident 
ifying the peaks and routes described by Jacques Boell. The weather 
favoured us almost all the time and we explored and climbed the peaks and 
valleys of Valgaudemar and Valbonnet as much for laying the groundwork 
for a future visit as to complete a planned tally of routes. Of those we 
climbed, the Pic Olan provides superb ridge and face routes, indeed the 
west face is in the Dru class. A large party tried to climb it by the ordinary 
route as a pipe opener and failed to interpret the guide book accurately and 
were repulsed when only about fifty metres from the summit. Later on we 
managed to traverse it from north to south ending by rappelling down to 
the vote normale in a snowstorm and then wandering down the mountain 
side late at night in a torrential- storm. Another party had a hectic time 
traversing over the passes from Valbonnet to La Chappelle. Various 
routes on Sirac, Les Rouies, Pic du Says, Aiguille Olan, Point Maximin and 
walks over high passes through beautiful high country in brilliant weather 
were all enjoyed.

At the end of it all, which as ever came too soon, I was secretly 
pleased that the gathering seemed to have been such a success, for not only 
had Jacques Boell been right because even after twenty-five years so much 
of what he had written still seeming to be true, but also because it seemed 
that a very modest exploration stimulated by an unpretentious and private 
book had given great pleasure to my friends as well.

WINTER DIARY

Dave Prentice

Jan. 3rd. To the Arrochar hills and over Beinn an Lochan with an 
American hitch-hiker we'd given a lift to en route. A dusting of snow on 
the hills, fine weather with great views which left our hitch-hiker friend 
(who normally frequented Yosemite and the Sierra Nevada) eulogising on 
the beauty of the hills and resolving to buy a good pair of boots. I hope he didn't.

Jan. 4th. Off early with Ron and Jenny Harrison with the aim of going to 
the hills near Killin. Uniform low cloud resulted in a change of plan and 
we went for a circular low-level walk of around 16 miles in the Glen 
Almond area north of Crieff. Wet snow, numerous white hares. Fiona as 
good as ever in her papoose carrier.

Jan. 17th and 18th, 
he Sunday.

Low House. Cloudy on the Saturday, heavy rain on
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Jan. 25th. To Killin with Paul and Jeanne Dean. Cold, clear day with 
snow on the hills but a very strong wind. Onto the Meall na Tarmachan 
ridge, passing a remarkable frozen waterfall en route, its spray having 
frozen into almost horizontal ice fans where the wind had blown from 
underneath. On the ridge the wind was so extreme that the others re 
treated back down the ascent gully. I-continued to the top, moving only 
when the gusts subsided and then on all fours with the iceaxe firmly 
embedded.

Jan 31st. To Glen Lochay near Killin with the intention of going up 
Beinn Heasgarnich and then Creag Mhor. Low cloud, very cold east wind 
and powder snow deep in the hollows. Due to a truly remarkable piece of 
navigation, (unequalled since the occasion when that experienced mount 
aineer J. W. Smith and myself descended into upper Eskdale instead of 
Wasdale from Scafell Pike ten years ago), we went up Creag Mhor first, 
using compass bearings all the way and did not realise for certain that we 
were on the wrong mountain until we were one-third of the way down 
again. Continued up Beinn Heasgarnich. Descended partly in the dark, 
feeling rather tired. With the weather showing no sign of improvement we 
decided not to camp for the night. Liz thoroughly disillusioned with her 
expert navigator.

Feb. 8th. To Glencoe with Ron Harrison intend ng to do some snow and 
ice routes. Very wet snow, low cloud. Up Bheinn Fhada and along the 
ridge to Stob Coire Sgreamhach. Glimpse of Glen Etive on the way down 
relieved the greyness.

Feb. 21st. To the Inverfhaolin hut in Glen Etive with Dick Vernon, Ron 
Harrison, Tony Margetts, Andy Dean and others. Snow conditions were 
again bad so we drove round to Creag Meaghaidh. There were a large 
number of tents by the Spean Bridge road at the start of the track and 
consequently more climbers than expected in the gullies. We (Ron, Andy 
and I) decided on Centre Post which had only one party up to the 3,000ft 
cloud base. We soloed up into the cloud and up to the ice pitches where we 
found no fewer than eleven other bodies attempting the ice, huddled round 
waiting. They say that Scottish winter climbing is becoming popular but 
this was ridiculous. We retreated as another group of four came up to join 
the multitude. We plodded up Raeburn's Gully and down Easy Gully. 
Bodies were slowly coming down Centre Post as we walked away in the 
gathering gloom.

Feb. 22nd. Very low cloud. The three of us went up Beinn Maol Chaluim 
behind the hut. A rather steep descent in mist did not earn Ron's 
approval.
March 7th. To the Arrochar hills. A circle of Loch Sloy over Ben Vane, 
Beinn Dubh and Ben Vorlich with cloud on the tops and frozen ground 
but little snow. This completed the six main tops in the Arrochar hills 
(including Ben Ime twice) and we achieved the dubious distinction of being 
in cloud on each of them. The views are reputed to be good.
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March 13th. To Mile House Cottage, Kincraig (south of Aviemore), 
with Paul and Jeanne Dean, Ron and Jenny Harrison, Tony White, Andy 
Dean, Ted Laidler, Tom Swallow and friend. Windslab avalanches had 
caught a number of climbers on the Friday so we stayed clear of the 
Northern Coires' gullies. Ron and Paul went up a ridge; Tom, Ted and 
Andy to Creag Meaghaidh   conditions poor. I walked from Coylum- 
bridge with Tony White to Loch Einich and up Coire Odhar. We opted out 
of going up Braeriach due to soft snow and low cloud. We returned via the 
Sgor Gaoith, Sgoran Mhor, Creag Dubh ridge and Loch an Eilean. Cloud 
down on the tops. We saw six-inch long bird prints in the snow on Sgoran 
Dubh Mor   eagle or raven? Around 19 miles.

March 14th. With Ron, Ted and Tom up Cairngorm. Deep powder, 
thick mist, and 50 m.p.h. winds decided us against our objective of Hell's 
Lum Crag. Over Cairn Lochan and down to Jean's Hut, staying well clear 
of steep slopes. A different world down by Loch Morlich where Liz and 
Jenny had walked in sunny though windy conditions. The frozen beards 
and icicles hanging off the eyebrows of a few hours ago seemed an unreal 
memory.

March 27th. With Ron Harrison to the Cairngorm Club Hut at Inverey. 
On spec decision to go to Braeriach/Cairn Toul. (Though Ron maintains 
it was the intention all along the only logic seems to be the perverse 
argument that having driven to Inverey we might as well do something 
worthwhile). Hence to the Corrour Bothy in the Lairig Ghru via Derry 
Lodge in atrocious conditions of water, deep slush, collapsing snow, wind 
and rain. Some public schoolboys were lying in sleeping bags in Corrour   
it's called character training or something. On to Garbh Coire bothy; it is 
9ft. by 7ft. very well disguised as a cairn of stones. It was a relief to find it 
  and to find it empty. Then again, who would be fool enough...? 
Spirits boosted by the discovery of a tin of Baxters best mince and a cache 
of tea bags   both of which filled in gaps in our food supply.

March 28th. To Loch Uaine and up Cairn Toul by its north-east ridge. 
Deep soft snow for most of the way except near the top where it was 
crisp. Violent gusts of wind   we heard later that they were 70-80m.p.h. 
on the ski-slopes   which caused all movement to come to a stop. Cloud 
down on the top but fine views into Coire Brochain on the descent. 
Walked out via White Bridge to the Linn of Dee in reasonable weather, 
wishing we had not bothered with all our snow and ice gear. It had been an 
expensive weekend, for in the night Ron had turned over and cracked his 
glasses and near the top of Cairn Toul the climbing guide had blown away, 
last being seen cartwheeling over the snows many feet below.

April 10th. Cairngorms again and relatively good weather though cloud 
and a strong wind decided us against Ben Macdhui. Instead we'went over 
Cairn Lochan to the Shelter Stone, along Loch Avon, over A'Choinneach 
and Bynack More and back along the north flanks of Cairngorm. Liz for a 
change off form and rather tired.
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April llth. Weather well and truly down on the tops. Walked from Glen 
More Lodge through the Pass of Ryvoari to Nethy Bridge. The Abernethy 
Forest is another good example of a fine natural forest being ruined by 
bulldozer.

April 16th. Fort William Meet. With Paul and Jeanne Dean, Ron and 
Jenny Harrison (and Fiona) from Glen Finnan, along the length of Loch 
Beoraid and back to the Mallaig Road at Allt na Criche. Very low cloud 
and almost continuous rain/drizzle. Golden eagle seen taking off a couple 
of hundred yards away.

April 17th. Weather as on the previous day. Walked up Glen Nevis with 
Ron and Jenny. The waterfalls at least were quite magnificent.

April 18th. Cloud as before but at least no rain. Walked in Glen Roy 
along the parallel roads. Most of the M. A.M. party now established. The 
weather turned good and remained excellent for the rest of the week.

April 19th. Our last day. To Glen Finnan and up Sgur Thuilm and Sgur 
nan Coireachan in magnificent weather, the like of which we had not seen 
since January 3rd. Packed the snow and ice gear, including an unused 
terror dactyl hammer (the cause of it all?) into the car for the last time this 
season and returned to Strathaven to do some gardening.

SUCCESS AND FAILURE

John Harwood
For there's no success like failure, 
And failure is no success at all.

I was soon across the traverse, round the first overhang and, in no time at 
all it seemed, by the horizontal quartz crack. It all looked familiar, though 
not as steep as I had remembered it, though the old doubts were coming 
back. When I'd been there with Chris I had really tried and got nowhere   
h ow would it go this time ? Crews' peg glowered down at me as I pondered 
my next moves. All one had to do was reach up and fingers could slot into 
more than adequate finger-holds. I was tempted further. Two moves more 
and it was possible to bridge up and up again. My foot was by the peg and 
I had difficulty avoiding it. The whole of my weight seemed to be held in 
by the tips of two fingers around a side-pull. I grinned to myself at the 
ridiculousness of the situation. Then a hard move up with nothing much in 
the way of footholds to reach flat hand-holds where one couldn't linger 
but really had to get going past Browns' rusty peg to where the angle eased.

It was a nice stance; not the sort of thing one would like to spend 
hours on but, in the circumstances of the climb, it felt good. Andy made 
ready for off. Two runners in the ragged crack glinted encouragement. The
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next forty feet seemed to go easily enough and then he was moving up the 
crack. A pause at the top to put a runner on the peg and I grasped the ropes 
expectantly. Suddenly there was a flurry of movement and he was up. No 
hassle, no fuss, just up. In his euphoria, Andy went the wrong way and 
did a super direct variation but it wasn't long before I was moving again. 
H.V.S. climbing took me to the ragged crack which seemed better for 
finger-jamming than nutting. Then two stretches right and a layaway 
with feet on nothing. "Christ, watch it Andy". I was tempted and 
succumbed, with my left foot straying onto the peg to steady me. Then the 
new finish with finger-tip holds and moss scythingjfrom the wall. After that 
there was nothing more.

It was amazing; just over an hour for the climb. When I had failed 
before it had taken me twice as long and I hadn't got past the quartz 
crack! Andy was understandably pleased, for he had, as they say now 
adays, creamed it. But if anything I was more pleased than he. I had tried 
before, when I thought I was climbing well and failed and the failure had 
depressed me. I never thought I could do it. And then three years ago it 
had been done free with half-a-dozen aid points eliminated and that had 
really made me abandon hope. Yet here we were with the rest of a beautiful 
Cloggy day before us and the climb done. Perhaps there was still hope for 
an old'un like me. The route had been well worth waiting for.

GOING, GOING,... VANISHED

Mike Grain

It came on a Thursday, crisp, white, and in plenty; it brought the High 
Street to a standstill, and threw the timetabled services into confusion. At 
last, for the first time in nearly a decade the country was really plimged 
into snow. 'At last' I say, because for years I had dreamed of crossing the 
snowline, onto that white crystalline landscape, away from the pure 
gymnastics of rock, away from the gentle green and brown mountain 
pastures and moorlands of summer, leaving all idyllic settings and coming 
to a harsh yet strangely beautiful and inspiring reality of cold, wet and 
discomfort. The winter frosts decorate and embellish every curve and 
corner and the freezing waters slowly fill every hold and crack, whilst the 
snows deposit a new climbing medium, which, after a couple of frosts will 
support a mans weight. At last there was enough snow, and here I was, 
staying in Fort William, with a cold night ahead and good weather 
forecast for the following day. Over the evening's pints the discussion had 
turned to the immediate future; to pick a route was now the matter in 
hand. My companion for the day was a keen, energetic chap, to whom this 
kind of activity was not new, and on his recommendation a sports plan was 
agreed. We would start early and walk up to the foot of Ben Nevis via the 
Allt a'Mhuillin and then attempt a line rising out of Coire na Ciste onto 
Tower Ridge.
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Our early start was half an hour late, but after an hour and fifty 
minutes we were standing by the C.I.C. hut staring up at the cliffs; of 
snow there was plenty, even an excess of new powder, which made the 
remaining approach tedious and quite hard work. We reached the foot of 
the climb and looked up; I always feel that this makes a climb look much 
steeper than it really is and am comforted by knowing that the true angle 
should be much less than the apparent. On this occasion, however, the 
correction was not sufficient to alleviate all my apprehension   I was 
gripped; and even before starting to climb! We roped up and Jim drove in 
a peg for a belay. I tied on and held his ropes. His axes swung and as he 
went up ice came down. The rope moved slowly yet continuously and 
fairly soon it was my turn.

A pleasant pitch this, never out of balance, but nowhere easy; just 
keep going and then to the stance.

"Lead through."
"Who, me?"
"Well, there's no-one else up here."

I led through; it was steep, but no worse than the first pitch, just try 
and keep moving up, always up; the rope runs freely with no runners to 
drag, but soon runs out so I have to look for a belay, a peg, an icescrew, 
anything .. . nothing. I look again, a small hole in the ice, running water 
behind it: I dig, a bigger hole; a cave behind, small but comfortable, 
sheltered from above. Jim sails up with annoying ease and then continues, 
slower now, for the going is steeper. I can't see him, just keep paying out 
the rope. It keeps moving, but slowly, then finally the call to climb.

I leave my sanctuary and step out onto the ice again. It's steep, too 
steep; I gibber a little to myself and start the pitch, Christ, this is steep! 
I fling my axe then my hammer and move up; don't stop now. I stopped. 
I swung my axe again   it only went in half way. I tried again, that's 
better but I'm getting tired. How the hell do you rest like this; my arms are 
getting longer, I must rest, but how much longer can I hang on ? I found a 
rock-hold out right. I bridged. I could rest. At this point I would readily 
recommend for a knighthood the man who invented wristloops. I moved 
upwards again. The angle eased, only vertical now. I raced up as the angle 
relented further. At last the stance cajne into view; that was hard; "Well 
done, James." My turn again. I plodded upwards until the ice gave way to 
snow. What a fine route! Another two pitches left; snow on mixed ground 
and then another onto Tower Ridge and then down to the hut again.

Home tomorrow, but one more job remains, to tick off Vanishing 
Gully in my guide. The memory will always be there, but unlike rock the 
climb will come and go as the weather changes, so if the opportunity 
presents itself there is only one place to go; up beyond the snowline into 
that world of ice where you too can unsheath your axe and reach new 
heights, extreme levels of terror and above all else, enjoyment.
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SICK OF THE MOUNTAINS

or 

THE NEPALESE KNEESUP
Ron Fletcher

Being a personal account of the Birmingham Medical Research Expeditionary 
Society's Jubilee trip to Nepal to investigate acute,mountain sickness.

INTRODUCTION

It really began when Jo was on his honeymoon and met Wilfred, who 
worked for Lufthansa. Years later Jo's mind turned rather suddenly from 
cross-country running to mountaineering and being ambitious got the 
notion to visit the Himalayas. Perhaps Wilfred could help with the trans 
port? Jo collected some like minded people and it was suggested that if the 
trip carried out medical research, others might be persuaded to help pay 
for it. The Birmingham Medical Research Expeditionary Society was 
formed and it being 1977, a Jubilee expedition was declared. As Acute 
Mountain Sickness (AMS) is the most serious single medical problem for 
visitors to the Himalayas, particularly trekkers, this was selected as the 
object of study. The whole enterprise was mounted in the short time of 
five months through many swings of mood and many problems.

We decided to do an ordinary high altitude trek (i.e. not a mountain 
climb) such as any assorted party might do. Sherpa Expeditions Ltd., 
organised our trip and Lufthansa arranged the transport. In addition, they 
gave us an invaluable concession by carrying all the excess baggage free. 
We managed to raise about two-thirds of the cost from various sources, 
but particularly certain medical research funds and pharmaceutical firms. 
The rest we paid ourselves.Large organisations tended to be unhelpful but 
we had valuable concessions on equipment from the Mountain Shop and 
Y.H.A. in Birmingham. Bizarre gifts included 350 Ibs. of golden syrup and 
two dozen bottles of Worcester sauce!

The planning went forward at evening meetings in The Queen 
Elizabeth Hospital residents' mess. As most doctors and scientists are 
opinionated and argumentative the meetings tended to be confused and 
occasionally acrimonious. I very much doubted whether the expedition 
would ever start and it was due largely to 'Jo' Bradwells' unshakeable 
optimism and determination that all was at last arranged.

The party consisted of seventeen men; ten doctors, one medical 
student, a nuclear physicist, a chemist, a seller of sports equipment, a 
photographer, a lecturer in physical education and an engineer. I was the 
oldest and therefore (doctors tend to be unduly influenced by seniority) 
was asked to act as medical officer, with another physician to help me. I 
accepted this role with reluctance. Sick doctors are pretty intolerable at 
sea level and what they would be like half way up a Himalayan mountain, 
I shuddered to think.
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Acute Mountain Sickness (AMS) is a disease of visitors to mountains. 
It is a failure of acclimatisation to altitude and results from going too high 
too fast. The local inhabitants either live high enough to be acclimatised 
or are too sensible to get it. There are rarely any symptoms below 3,000m. 
but above that it is recommended that the rate of ascent should not exceed 
300m. a day to ensure acclimatisation. With very fast ascents everyone is 
affected but between the extremes there is a wide range of individual 
susceptibility, some people being badly affected, other hardly at all. The 
other factor is the length of stay at altitude   it takes between 24 and 48 
hours for AMS to become dangerous. If early symptoms are dealt with by 
immediate descent, danger can be avoided but nevertheless there are 
several deaths from AMS each year amongst Himalayan trekkers and many 
more have to be evacuated by helicopter.

Obviously AMS is related to lowered air pressure but it is not simply 
a lack of oxygen, because giving oxygen doesn't help much, whereas quite 
a small descent, even as little as 500m., will usually produce a complete 
and immediate cure.

AMS takes various forms. The commonest is headache which gets 
increasingly severe with loss of appetite and goes on to nausea and 
vomiting. Bright light makes the headache worse   it's a bit like 
migraine. There may be changes in behaviour with loss of interest and 
drive, uncontrollable weeping, short temper and loss of memory. These 
symptoms are probably caused by swelling of the brain and if the con 
dition gets worse the person becomes unconscious and may die after a few 
hours. Some people get the swelling in the feet, hands and face but this 
seems harmless. Others get the swelling more in the lungs where the extra 
water makes breathing even more difficult. This is pulmonary oedema, 
which has been responsible for a number of deaths in its extreme form. 
The different forms can occur in the same person.

There are some things that happen to all or most people at high 
altitude due to the thin air which are uncomfortable but harmless. The 
most obvious is shortness of breath on exertion which is relieved by 
resting. Another is a curious change in the rhythm of breathing, part 
icularly during sleep, called 'Cheyne-Stokes respiration'. The breaths 
gradually get more and more shallow over several minutes and eventually 
breathing stops completely for as long as thirty seconds. There is then a 
very deep breath, followed by more and the cycle is repeated. The sudden 
deep breath with a feeling of suffocation may wake the person up and the 
whole thing can produce quite a disturbed night. Sometimes, the tent mate 
is more disturbed and the person who is Cheyne-Stoking sleeps through 
it all.

For this expedition, we designed research projects to try and answer 
three questions :-

a) What characteristics can be measured in advance which in 
dicate that a person is susceptible to AMS?
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b) Is there a simple test which gives early warning of AMS ?

c) What chemical changes take place in the body before and during 
AMS?

We all acted as subjects but different individuals were responsible for 
organising and carrying out the various measurements. Also, we hoped to 
make a film of the expedition.

The projects were :-

BEFORE WE LEFT:

DAILY ON THE TREK:

Full lung function tests.
Full fitness test.
Measurement of body fat, potassium and
nitrogen.
Psychological questionaire.

Weight and body fat.
Complete urine collection.
Diary of fluid intake.
Diary of symptoms and mental state.
Simple lung test.
Simple fitness test. '_
Blood sample.

For the urine collection we had a 2-litre plastic bottle to carry. We 
also had a graduated water bottle and sterilising tablets. The simple 
fitness test consisted of running on the spot for twenty steps (The Nepalese 
Kneesup) with a record of the pulse rate before and for two minutes after 
the exercise. The fitter you are, the less the pulse rate rises and the faster it 
falls.

The blood sample was the most difficult thing to arrange. To get 
useful results in all the chemical tests we wanted to do we needed 25ml. of 
blood from an arm vein in the morning before sitting up. This meant an 
arrangement for two medics to bleed each other and then go round the 
tents to bleed others. The blood had to be separated at once in a centrifuge 
and the plasma frozen to 70°C until back in Birmingham. An ambitious 
programme, which presumably is why it hasn't been done before, but we 
did in fact manage it.

BIRMINGHAM TO POK.HARA

We got away as planned on October 23rd. To try and reduce the excess 
baggage we travelled in boots and sweaters with heavy hand luggage but 
even so the pile of baggage with camera gear, centrifuges, generators,
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specimen boxes etc., looked enormous. The Lufthansa representative kept 
his cool and it was all accepted. The next morning we were in a Royal 
Nepalese Airline Boeing 737 (called "Yeti", would you believe?) flying 
East from Delhi.

The first view of the Himalayas impressed me less than 1 had expected 
They are of course very striking   a jagged white wall apparently coming 
straight up out of the haze and cloud of the North Indian plain but so 
remote as to seem unreal. The plane dropped gradually over a low range 
of hills and then landed at the Trishuvan airport of Kathmandu. It took a 
long time to clear customs and I'm sure that we broke a lot of their 
regulations but there was no major problem and we drove down into the 
town on a pleasantly warm and sunny morning. The road to the hotel was 
through the new part of the town so contact with the rest was an ex 
perience deferred. When it came that afternoon as we walked down into 
the old town it was a shock   a mixture of dream and nightmare which is 
difficult to describe. The town is crowded, busy, colourful, cheerful and 
friendly but at the same time crumbling, ramshackle, squalid, filthy and 
smelly   part of the 'turd world'. Later, the impression was rather better. 
Neither in Kathmandu nor in rural Nepal do you get the feeling of 
grinding, hopeless poverty which affects visitors to India.

Our stay in Kathmandu was hectic. The advance baggage had not 
arrived so gear had to be bought or hired. We could not find out whether 
the Thorong Pass, our objective, was under snow or not so we had to take 
a minimum of climbing equipment in case it was. Also, despite great 
efforts, we failed to get a supply of solid carbon dioxide with which we had 
hoped to top-up our insulated specimen containers. There were other 
problems. Our courier was Jacqueline, an English post graduate research 
student in social administration who had in the past lived in Nepal for 
several years. I suspect that the trekking company had recruited her 
specifically for our trek. She had just returned from an unsatisfactory trek 
to Annapurna Base Camp during which she had difficulties with leaking 
tents, mountain sickness and bad food. She had in fact only been told the 
details of our plans just before we arrived. Our route had to be changed at 
the last minute and various arrangements had not been made. Our 
meetings with her had been stormy although she defended herself more than 
adequately. Not surprisingly, she seemed to view us with some distaste.

We had to leave anyway and on October 26th we rolled through the 
back streets of Kathmandu with a lorry loaded with supplies, tents, five 
Sherpas and fifteen porters, a minibus with our photographer on the roof 
and the rest of us in another bus. The ride to Pokhara takes all day and at 
5.00 p.m. we remembered that it was time to start our urine collections. 
Someone tapped the drivers shoulder, the bus stopped abruptly and all 
our party piled out to pass water into the ditch. The courier said nothing. 
We were late into camp so that we had to settle in during the brief 
twilight   I had already lost my Karrimat.
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POKHARA TO TATOPANI

In the morning pigs snuffled round the camp as we were in their field. It 
started to rain and we stood around in cagoules and watched the card 
board boxes holding the scientific equipment start to dissolve. There was 
nothing for it but to trudge off. My watch-strap broke. The first river 
bridge was of bamboo poles, slippery in the rain and with no hand-rail. 
It nearly scared the trousers off me and I was beginning to wish that I 
hadn't come. The route was not particularly pleasant and seemed to go 
through a continuous farmyard for miles but at last the rain eased and 
the country opened out. The path went up a steep hillside on a well laid 
path with stone steps to a relatively neat village with a tea house. There 
were pleasant mountain views, we had got through the first day and things 
looked more promising.

The route of our trek from Pokhara to Thorong La (La means pass) 
is in three sections (fig 1). The first part runs N.W. across various ranges of 
hills through many villages and terraced farmland. The second stage 
runs up the valley of the Koli Gandaki River and the third stage up a side 
valley to the pass. The main interest of the first section is the life and 
culture of rural Nepal. We quickly learnt to reply 'Nemeste' (greetings) to 
everyone we met on the trail and to look forward to sweet tea with lemon 
at the next tea house. One afternoon I came across a funeral procession led 
by men with banners on long sticks. The body, wrapped in a thick, red 
blanket was carried on two bamboo poles. There was a band with drums 
and flutes; the mourners carried wood for the cremation fire on the river 
bank. The path was steeply downhill at the time and the procession was 
going considerably faster than I was.

At the bottom of the hill the-path crossed the Modi Khola River by a 
high, narrow suspension bridge. I was surprised at how good the bridges 
were. Rather patched in places but they seemed reasonably sound. The 
river was fast running, cold and milky with the glacier waters from the 
Annapurna Sanctuary. A mile further on there was a pool for bathing and 
we got our first good wash of the trek   also, as it turned out, our last.

That evening, the courier from a Canadian trekking party appeared 
and asked for medical help. The immediate reaction of any party of 
doctors to such a request is to try and find someone else to go and as I was 
nominated as medical officer, and had brought the medical kit, I was 
immediately selected. I insisted on finishing my bowl of soup and then in 
the dark stumbled back down the path, through the village and over the 
dry paddy terraces to the other camp. The Canadians had their own 
medical officer (with a beautifully prepared medical kit) but she was a 
72-year-old retired pathologist and was very frank that she needed help 
from someone closer to everyday practice; she suspected that one of the 
Sherpas had appendicitis.

I had in fact got a simple appendicetomy kit but although our party 
was very strong in physicians (three consultants and three senior 
registrars) we had no sureeons. Indeed, the only person with recent
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Fig. 1; route from Pokhara 
along the Kali Gandaki River 
to the Thorong La. Ron Fletcher
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surgical experience was the medical student and we had already told him 
that he would have to do any surgery needed   he didn't seem too keen.

The consultation was unusual. A groundsheet was placed on the 
ground and a lantern produced. The patient, who seemed to be going 
about his ordinary duties, lay down and I examined his abdomen. As it 
seemed quite normal and he had had some diarrhoea I was delighted to 
pronounce that I thought that he had mild dysentery and needed only 
some antibiotic. Our crowd had even saved me some supper.

'Travellers' diarrhoea' is a major problem for visitors to Nepal. The 
bouts of diarrhoea are usually brief but can be quite debilitating and the 
usual advice to 'drink plenty of fluids and lie down' is useless if you are 
nauseated and have no choice but to keep on walking. Except for a few 
most unpleasant huts there are no toilets and members of the expedition 
were frequently leaving the trail (if they had time) grimly clutching their 
toilet rolls and looking for a spot in the trees or paddy fields not unduly 
overlooked. Perhaps due to the lack of local entertainment facilities the 
local females ssemd to regard encounters with such individuals as 
highly amusing. Another interpretation of the phrase 'Nepalese Kneesup' 
will bs obvious. I have suffered badly from travellers' diarrhoea in the past 
and determined to be as careful as possible in Nepal. One other man and 
myself took 'Streptotriad' tablets as a prophylactic and were careful to 
drink only boiled or sterilised water. In fact, neither of us had .any gut 
trouble at all but of the other fifteen people, fourteen had diarrhoea and 
some had several attacks. This doesn't really prove anything but if I went 
again I would certainly take Streptotriad.

The latter part of the first section of the route is through sub-tropical 
hill forest with rhododendron trees and, it is said, monkeys and parrots. 
At last the path drops into the floor of the Kali Gandaki Valley. Soon 
afterwards, at Tatopani, we got our first view up the gorge and the second 
section of the trek. Tatopani means 'hot water' and hot sulphur springs 
run into the river giving opportunity for laundry. Tatopani is said to oe a 
major trading place for hashish (illegal now). Current price £30.00 a 
kilogram.

TATOPANI TO JOMSON

The Kali Gandaki River runs south ftom the Tibetan plain to India 
and has cut a deep valley right through the Himalayas. In the past it 
was a major trading route. In places the river rushes through steep, 
narrow ways but^ for much of the length the valley floor is flat 
shingle beds varying in width from 50 m. to a kilometre or more through 
which the river takes a winding and varying course. When the stones are 
wet they look black and Kali Gandaki means the 'black river'. The path 
runs close to the river, sometimes on the valley floor, sometimes winding 
up the valley side and even cut into the rock face. Side valleys spill further 
wide shingle beds into the main valley. We forded the stream in one such
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place. The water was freezing and the rocks sharp. My companions found 
my language amusing but I don't recall the details except that I didn't like 
it. The valley is bounded on the west by Dhaulagiri and the east by the 
Annapurna group. It is said to be the largest gorge in the world and 
reaches up and down through nearly all the planets breathable atmosphere, 
as the air pressures shown in Fig. 2 indicate.

EXTRACT FROM MY DIARY   TUESDAY, 1/11/77, 6th DAY

"Slept moderately; warm but ground lumpy. Fairly early start but break 
fast late. My turn to wear the continuous electrocardiograph recorder- 
Walking easy with occasional rises. Suddenly fantastic views of 
Dhaulagiri on the left and Annapurna on the right. Walking alone and 
came close to tears because of the beauty. I never thought that I would ever 
actually see these fabulous mountains. More views at lunch, including 
Machapuchare. We speculated as to the equivalent European date of the 
local agriculture and buildings. We reckon about Saxon.

The afternoon went badly. I took a wrong turning in a village but got 
back to the main track only to find that it went, apparently, through a 
series of houses and I was waved back. Asked the way to Jomson and 
eventually got through but none of our party in sight. Thought I had 
overshot camp site. Up hillside to get a view   rather alarmed. Met a 
Sherpa who spoke a little English but I could not remember the name of 
the village in which we were to camp. At least established that main track 
was on valley floor. Saw some porters below   raced down after them   
recognised our equipment boxes   great relief. Slogged on and arrived 
in Ketucka just as it was dark. Rather tired."

The daily routine was by now well-established but there were of 
course a lot of minor hitches and it required a steady effort from everyone 
to maintain the experiments. Nearly all the photographs of me during the 
trek show a rather sweaty, grubby, dishevelled person looking vaguely 
anxious. The 6.00 a.m. blood sample signalled the start of the day but often 
the tea came first which was infuriating because we couldn't drink it and 
there were shouts of "Hurry up and take our blood. We want our tea". Or 
words to that effect. The electricity generator had to be run to supply the 
centrifuges. The blood samples were separated, processed and added to 
the freezing containers. Meanwhile, the Sherpas prepared a breakfast of, 
for example, oat porridge (good) or rice porridge (terrible) followed by 
omelettes from dried eggs (cold) and more tea. Breakfast was usually eaten 
standing up while the Sherpas struck camp. It was important to sort out 
one's kit. Socks etc., for washing, toilet kit, spare sweater, camera, urine 
bottle, toilet roll, etc., all for the rucksac. Everything else including 
sleeping bag went into the kit-bag to be carried by the porters. They 
materialised each morning from the local village and divided up the loads. 
Somehow by about 7.30 a.m. everyone would be away.
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In films of expeditions you see everyone   sahibs, Sherpas and 
porters in an orderly party all together. Some treks do move like this but 
we moved off at different times and speeds so that we soon got spread out 
over miles of trail. I was certainly one of the slowest but could match the 
porters speed, providing I didn't stop too often: I tried to emulate the 
porters downhill trot   a sort of very slow run with knees slightly bent 
and taking short steps.

At lunch time, the Sherpas have their main meal so there is an 
enforced long break and we got a cooked meal also. Maybe soup (usually 
excellent with added ginger and garlic) chappatis and tinned meat. Plus, of 
course, more tea. Various experiments were done. Everyone was weighed 
and had their fat-folds measured. Lungs were examined with a stethoscope. 
Lung function tests were done and we all filled in our symptoms and word 
questionaire. We did the exercise test (Photo 3). Sometimes, we had a 
filming session. Naturally these antics attracted an audience and were 
conducted against a backgound of villagers, particularly children, 
solemnly watching the proceedings. I can't imagine what they thought. It 
is probable that they consider all the visitors to be harmlessly insane and 
that our behavoiur was only a minor variant.

In the afternoon, walking again to the next camp site. In theory, the 
tents and kit-bags should arrive first but this hardly ever happened so we. 
would sit about in a rapidly-falling temperature or-may-be huddle in the 
local filthy tea house. At 5.00 p.m. the urine collections were completed. 
Final offerings were made and the bottles lined up for measurement and 
testing. This often generated another audience. Supper was around a fire 
or a. lamp. Soup again, rice, dahl and some sort of stew. More tea. The 
backs of our eyes were examined for haemorrhages and that completed the 
days experiments. Afterwards, sometimes to the local village to look for 
drink. The rice beer (chang) I could never bring myself to taste because the 
smell was so revolting. Distilled chang (rakshi) is slightly better. There is 
bottled beer but it is rather expensive. The local rum is excellent. We were 
short of torches and getting back to camp was occasionaly tiresome 
particularly the night when the tents were somewhat too close to a dead 
horse. And so to bed, and a few minutes chat or diary writing by candle 
light before sleep at 8 or 9 o'clock.

The uppsr part of the Kali Gandaki Valley changes within a days 
walk from jungle to desert as the watershed is crossed. There is a strong 
north wind up the valley most days. This second section of the route ends at 
Jomson which is a scattered, bleak village with an airstrip and post-office. 
The place is dominated by the magnificent rock and ice wall of the 
Nilgiri-Tilicho Ridge. It is about 12km. long and mostly over 7,000m. 
The main part of the face is as steep and almost as high as the S.E. face of 
Annapurna I. The Nilgiri face is due north, cold, forbidding and, I believe, 
unclimbed.

At Jomson our cook was drunk again and spent the food money on 
rakshi for the porters. He was sacked and literally thrown out of the camp 
by another Sherpa.'After that the food improved a little.
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JOMSON TO THORONG LA

The third section of the journey turned eastward up a side valley towards 
Muktinath. The valley is arid but with some springs and several villages in 
the Tibetan-style with white or grey box-like, flat roofed houses usually on 
spurs from the hillside or on prominences on the valley floor. The air is 
crystal clear and the place has a strange, haunting, peaceful quality, 
enhanced perhaps by the knowledge that it is a great place of pilgrimage to 
the sacred flame at Muktinath. In the shrine the attendant (for one rupee) 
draws aside a curtain and there coming from a cleft in the rock is a spring 
and a sizeable flame of natural gas. The coincidence of water, fire and air 
(albeit rather thin) is of great religious significance and hence the holy 
nature of the place. We pressed on and camped on the valley floor at 
4,300 m. amongst some exceptionally prickly, low bushes.

Our time was getting rather short but no-one had had any definite 
symptoms of AMS. Our observations were certainly showing some 
marked changes. Nearly everyone had lost fat and retained water, part 
icularly in the blood. Then, the day before Muktinath, there had been a 
sudden increase in urine output by two or threefold and most of the excess 
water had been lost. Next day we walked slowly and breathlessly on up the 
valley over bare, dry paths to a lunch place on a small flat meadow. For 
the first time, I found signs of excess fluid in one mans lungs. We moved 
on even more slowly and eventually made our highest camp at 5,000 m. on 
what seemed like a vast slag heap. Fig. 4 shows that the rate of ascent of 
the last part of the route was considerably faster than the maximum 
recommended for acclimatisation (300 m. a day), and as expected 
symptoms of acute mountain sickness developed.

Several men felt ill and weak. They were unable to help to make camp 
and lay down at once. The man with wet lungs was very breathless but 
tended to improve. Two men had severe headaches and one was markedly 
weak. Personally I was lucky and felt quite well, with only a slight headache. 
I was particularly worried about another man who said he felt terrible and 
indeed looked it. He did not improve and at 3.30 p.m. (the latest time for a 
daylight descent) I told him to go down. A member of the party volunt 
eered to accompany him, we detached the youngest Sherpa and off they 
went. Another man, already feeling ill, was overcome by emotion, retired to 
his tent and for some time was racked by uncontrollable sobbing. In retro 
spect we were certain that five men had definite AMS. It was interesting 
that some of the porters had symptoms also, despite chewing garlic which 
they consider to be protective, but they all returned to Muktinath and did 
not camp high.

The member of the expedition who went down had recovered 
completely by the time he reached 4,000 m. but his immediate recollection 
of the high camp was very slight. Whether it was really necessary for him 
to go down is impossible to say but I feared that he might become seriously 
ill during the night if he had stayed. I realise now how difficult it might be 
in an ordinary trekking party if the courier was inexperienced or un-
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decided or if the trekker was belligerent and refused to go. Perhaps this is 
how the fatalities occur.

That night it was extremely cold, probably about  15°C but our 
equipment was adequate and no-one lost a night's sleep. Next morning 
the blood samples froze before they could be separated. Once the sun was 
up things looked brighter and except for one man we all walked slowly up 
the pass. It was only about 2 km. and up to 5,395 m. (17,000) but we were 
all breathless and it seemed a long way although there was no snow. The 
pass was bleak, cold and windy. It looked even more like a slag heap but 
there were splendid views to the east of fine snow peaks and glaciers. To 
the south of the pass was a glacier with an impressive cave in its snout. 
Two men climbed 100 m. or so up the glacier. Although strong climbers 
both felt ill and retreated. They had difficulty in walking back down the 
path because of weakness and unsteadiness of their legs.

It had been the intention of some men to spend two days climbing 
above the pass and then catch up the main party later. This had worried 
me because they seemed relatively ill-equipped and I was becoming 
increasingly respectful of the altitude and the terrain. Much to my relief 
it was agreed that climbing was out of the question and next day we all 
descended to Muktinath.

GOING HOME

We finished the experiments at this stage and the only remaining problem 
was getting the plasma samples back. The stock of solid carbon dioxide 
was low and although we had added glacier ice to the insulated boxes it 
was obvious that they would not last out at normal trekking speed. 
Jacqueline stayed behind in Jomson with ^ Sherpa to try and get the 10 kg. 
specimen box onto a plane to Kathmandu. The plane didn't arrive and 
the only helicopter to get in was chartered and refused to take the box. 
Jacqueline and the Sherpa set off two days late to catch us up which they 
did at Tatopani. They had walked for 20 hours out of 24 along paths 
which in places were quite trying in daylight   it seemed an almost 
impossible feat. The Sherpa seemed quite pleased with himself and asked 
me to treat an abscess on his leg! The forced march had to continue so Jo 
took Neville (another powerful walker) a Sherpa and a porter and set off 
with as many torches as we could muster. Except for a few hours rest in 
the middle of the night they walked continuously and covered the 50 km. 
to Pokhara' in 28 hours. This dasK back, particularly the night walking, 
was a remarkable achievement and shows, incidentally, that if they are fit 
enough, some Europeans can keep up with Sherpas. Thereafter the 
specimens went into a deep-freeze in Pokhara, a bus to Kathmandu, 
another deep-freeze and then back to Birmingham with the main party.

The rest of the journey back was uneventful. We had thought that it 
might be dull coming back the same way but we didn't find it so. The views 
are different the other way round, there were village festivals to see and all 
manner of things which we had not noticed before. We camped at
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Pokhara Lake two nights, fed hugely on fresh fruit and did some more 
filming. The two remaining days in Kathmandu were far too short but we 
had to leave and get back to Birmingham on November 20th.

The scientific results are only just coming out from the laboratories 
and it is too early to tell whether we have learnt anything new about 
AMS. Certainly we have some unique data and with luck something 
should come of it. Even if it does not, the first expedition of the BMRES 
was a success   we completed nearly all the studies we had planned, we 
had some cases of AMS but no-one was seriously ill and we got back 
safely and on time.

There were a lot of aggravations and difficulties but it was all quite an 
adventure. Compared to many expeditions the psrsonal relationships were 
excellent; I found it all immensely interesting and enjoyable. The big 
question now is, where should the society go next? There is talk of 
Eskimos, and Peru. Wherever it is, I suspect that most of us will try and 
be there.

"WHERE MEMBERS DARE"

Roy Manuel

One dark Thursday night in May, 1976, while bivouaced in the Cuillin 
Ridge in Skye, three members allowed their imainations to run riot.

The team of so-called 'hard men' consisted of Gordon Matthews who 
will climb anything, Bob Redwood who will walk anywhere and Roy 
Manuel who goes along just because it is there. After four days of in 
decision, should we do the Ridge or not, we had reached a bivouac in the 
shadow of Am Bhasteir. We were beautifully situated, having already done 
Gillean and were poised on the col to do Am Bhasteir, our first problem in 
the morning. The discomfort of the site faded into unimportance when we 
took stock of our situation. To the north, vistas of the characteristic sea 
lochs were framed in the amphitheatre formed by Sgurr nan Gillian and 
the Pinnacle Ridge close at hand to the east and the Bhasteir Tooth even 
closer to the west.

In this fine setting we were at peace with the world. Idle conversation 
faded, however, when we noticed in the fading light small clouds forming 
over our heads. Out of absolutely nothing a tiny speck of cotton would 
suddenly materialise right before our eyes, about 200ft. directly above us, 
like a ghostly grey ectoplasm, expanding in tortuous eddies until our very 
position seemed threatened. Then it would float away northwards and in 
the void another ghost would form. We soon got used to our eerie air 
borne companions and dropped off to sleep, noticing that Portree had 
become a cluster of orange street lamps set in a gloomy, dark backdrop 
pierced occasionally by the headlights of some late night motorist.

It was two o'clock in the morning but seemed only minutes later when 
I was disturbed by the crunch of a hikers boots on the scree nearby. Three 
positive foosteps stirred me from the depths of my sleeping bag. It was now
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very dark; solid cloud overhead made conditions very close. Lightning 
flickered; a storm was out in the Atlantic, threatening. We were all awake. 
The 'hiker' was not heard again, but a blood-curdling scream from the 
direction of the Tooth shattered our composure. We heard the lash of a 
whip in the air (without the crack) and shortly the unearthly scream again, 
only this time from somewhere below our position. Three times the 
frightening shriek tormented us. We could see nothing in the darkness, but 
Derek thought he could detect the sound of wings in the night air. We were 
scared out of our wits. There was no explanation for the hiker who did not 
materialise; if he had appeared and said "Hello" we were so strung up that 
we would have beaten him up! The screams in the dark at nearly 3,000ft. 
and from different directions were even more baffling.

Inevitably we concluded that we were being harassed by The Great 
Golden Eagle known to haunt the Cuillin. Our adversary being invincible, 
we were at its mercy. We retreated further into our sweat-soaked bags, 
shamelessly worried about our position. Derek said his heart was thumping 
so heavily he was afraid his veins would burst. Bob was puzzled about the 
whiplash sounds, trying unsuccessfully to persuade himself that it was an 
acoustic effect of the wind gusts on the other side of the ridge. I didn't 
know what to say. I had got us into this mess; the traverse had been my 
idea.

Our environment played havoc with our imaginations and nothing 
would convince us otherwise but than it was hostile. Our range of horrors 
lay between being trampled on by the 'phantom hiker', having our eyes 
pecked out by The Great Golden Eagle, or (and which we chose) a slow 
death through dehydration and suffocation in our sleeping bags.

We must have dropped off to sleep again; the next thing we knew was 
that it was daylight and the 'clag' had dropped. We were unharmed and 
apparently none the worse for our nightmare. The weather had turned bad 
however and we decided to abandon our attempt on the ridge.

We have discussed this experience with a few friends and have 
discovered that birds, including eagles, do not fly at night. It has been 
suggested that our visitor in the night was a fox. Foxes are capable of 
screaming in the night in peoples back gardens so there is presumably 
nothing to prevent them roaming around the Cuillin disturbing innocent 
mountaineers.

Whatever the explanations, we were very pleased to see daylight and 
to retire from our lofty perch!

FIFTY YEARS AGO

The following verses are part of a small collection recently found tucked 
into the pages of the Committee Minute Book for 1928. Their origin is a 
bit of a mystery, but another verse of the collection bears the name and 
date 'A. Hackett, October 1929'. Arthur Hackett was a MAM member of 
that time and is remembered as one of the MAM's keen bridge players 
(see v.6) along with the Mays and Howard Vaughan.
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Some of the names of the participants in the Easter Meet, 1928 will 
still be very familiar; the whole is an interesting record of the MAM of 
50 years ago, only six years after its foundation.

The verses are reproduced without alteration or further comment. 

GLYDER FAWR   FRIDAY, 6th APRIL, 1928

Frank Wallbank of the M.A.M. 
By the nine Gods he swore 
That this year's Easter climbing 
Should beat all gone before. 
By the nine Gods he swore it 
And named a trysting day, 
And so he sent his letters forth, 
East and South and West and North, 
To summon his array.

East and South and West and North 
The postmen duly call, 
And many a Midland cragsman 
Has heard Frank Wallbank's call. 
Shame on the Midland climber 
Who lingers in Brum's fog when 
Frank Wallbank of the M.A.M. 
Is on the road to Ogwen.

And at Edgbaston Palaces,
And villas ai Sparkhill,
And mansions out at Erdington,
And cots at Weoley Hill,
At Coventry and Rugby,
Their gleaming cars they all crank,
And race towards Snowdonia
At the command of Wallbank.

And many a seven-horse chariot, 
Was in the invading ranks, 
The cohorts of the M.A.M. 
Streamed up by Llugwy's banks. 
And to this day survivors 
Tell wondrous travellers' tales, 
Of strange and fearsome climbers 
Seen 'mid the hills of Wales.

And e'en a humble cyclist, 
Forgot his long hard slog when 
Tired and weary from his ride 
He saw his goal, Llyn Ogwen. 
I went up on a push-bike, 
A motor took my gear, 
But better still Frank Wallbank 
Brought up some bottled beer.
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And at their camp at nightfall, 
They planned next day's attack, 
Debating, wise old warriors 
Each pinnacle and crack. 
The merits of this chimney, 
The dangers of that ridge, 
While Hackett, bringing out a pack 
Vainly suggested Bridge.

Morn came, the clamorous breakfast gong 
Announced another day. 
Wallbank in boots of battle mail 
Led out his great array. 

"Today" said he, "Bold cragsmen 
We'll storm the Glyder Fawr, 
E'en though your clothes be rags when 
We reach its summit tower."

So up the slopes he led them,
By Idwal Slabs they went,
And watched some youthful climbers
Tackling a steep ascent.
Till Twisting Gully Buttress
Brought leaders to a halt,
And here they girded up their loins,
To make the great assault.

Then out spake stout old Wallbank, 
The Captain of the meet, 

"I want some able leaders, 
Sure both in hands and feet, 
And how can man do better 
Than scaling fearsome peaks, 
By grip of hand and bootnail, 
And the friction of his "breeks"

"We'll climb that ridge" said Wallbank,
"With all the speed we may, 
I with two more as leaders 
Will treat that climb as play. 
In yon steep path a thousand feet 
May soon be scaled by me. 
Now who will stand on either hand 
And climb that ridge with me?"
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And forth stepped gallant Doctor Mills, 
"The left-hand rib I'll chance, 
Looking around for safe belay, 
And for infrequent stance." 
In memory of his stirring deed, 
We'll call this the Mill's Grind, 
And there you see him in the lead, 
With his soul mate roped behind.

And so by slab and crevice, 
Pitch after pitch they scale, 
With hearts that never falter, 
And grips that never fail. 
And as he safely wins a way 
Up cliffs so bold and sheer, 
Even the lurking photo fiend 
Could scarce forbear to cheer.

But meanwhile Wallbank's party, 
Was on the right-hand face, 
With stances small and scanty, 
Their course we now must trace. 
Wallbank of course fought in the van, 
Stern-faced and grim and staid, 
Then Merry Andrew and Merriman 
The latter a merry maid.

There is no guardian angel
For photographic fools,
Who spaced 'twixt Mills and Wallbank
Might fall between two stools.
So feeling that his sweet young life
T'would be a shame to wreck,
The club historian traversed right
And roped himself to Beck.

A Brawling Beck that ran uphill 
Till after quite a time 
We see the few last pitches 
Near the summit of the climb. 
And sure of victory on we pressed 
Till on the top, a winner, 
We doffed our climbing armoury 
And settled down to dinner.
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The victory o'er, on Glyder Fawr 
Forgetting aches and pains, 
We stood upon its summit cairn 
And gazed on peaks and plains. 
My only secret sorrow this 
There'd be no cheering grog when 
Tired and victorious we returned 
That afternoon to Ogwen.

Still, sound the festive saxophone,
And beat the big bass drum,
And publish forth this story
To all the folk of Brum.
To man and woman, girl and boy,
To babe and blushing bride,
How Mills and Wallbank climbed that ridge
This recent Eastertide.

TRYFAEN  SATURDAY, 7th APRIL, 1928

I have climbed on Tryfaen a score of times, 
And on each I've barked my shin. 
There's never a pitch on all its crags 
But I've blooded and left some skin.

I have worn strong breeks on its ragged peaks, 
And heard them rip and tear. 
If blood be the price of a first class climb 
Lord God I have paid full fare.

On the face of Milestone Buttress, looking northward towards the sea, 
There's a pleasant variation and it's called the Rowan Tree. 
Oh the smooth rock slants up steeply and the tiny footholds say, 
"Watch your step you silly climber, or you'll find the downward way."

Chorus: And we saw our folk at play 
On the ordinary way, 
Up the massive Milestone Buttress 
On that Easter Saturday.

Oh, we climbed up by the Rowan and we reached a good safe stance, 
And away up at the normal route we cast a smiling glance. 
For a vivid splash of scarlet shone above the rocky way, 
And we knew it for the bonnet on the head of Wallace May.

Chorus: Wallace May, the dashing beau, 
When up the crags you go, 
Distant tourists marvel greatly 
At the glorious Alpen glow.
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Still further up the Rowan where the normal route draws near, 
And the cliffs of Milestone Buttress look particularly sheer, 
There a Hardman leads Hard Cases and I hope they've got hard skins, 
Or Gabriel may label them   "Convicted of their shins."

Chorus: Up the hard grey Milestone Rocks,
Learn from those sweet things in frocks, 
Skin maybe improved by powder, 
But not by limestone blocks.

Here's the top of Milestone Buttress where all the routes combine, 
And o'er the final chimney Hardman stands with lowered line. 
But the fish would only nibble and he couln't land a bite, 
And we'll leave him vainly trying as we swing round to the right.

Chorus: Up the chimney you can squeeze 
If you use your back and knees. 
If you will not try your fortune 
You can stay there till you freeze.

SOUTH ARETE, TRYFAEN   SATURDAY, 7th APRIL, 1928

Oh Beck is on the South Arete, away on Tryfaen Face,
"Say Andrews have you got a good belay?"
And he grips the rocky shoulder with a firm and close embrace,
And up the tricky ridge he seeks a way.
"Oh press the trigger quickly I can't hang here any more,
To a little safer place I fain would go.
I've hung while you counted seven, if I don't get nearer Heaven
I may slip and maybe finish in the other place below."

Oh Beck is in a good safe stance, his second comes aloft,
Miss Merriman is out of sight below.
And they may have the impression that the climb is rather soft,
Which it isn't as my future slides will show.
"Oh we'll storm this bally buttress in record-breaking time,
And we'll jog quite swiftly down the easy scree,
And if we keep the pace up, the climb we'll surely race up,
And get down to Ogwen Cottage in just nice time for tea."

Oh Beck has reached a problem and he sits up there astride,
The narow crack is very smooth below.
And with a careful movement he gains the other side,
This tiny ledge is useful for his toe.
"Ahoy down there, ye lubbers pass the rucksacs up the rope,
The crack is narrow as a needle's eye.
If with treasures you are laden you won't reach the Heavenly Haven,
Where perhaps my fellow climbers will be gathered bye and bye."
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Oh Beck is safe in Haven but a Consort's on the rocks
And a second's in rough weather at the bar.
When the lady climbed up after I had sympathetic shocks,
It reminded me of many an old-time scar.
Oh I saw her late that evening and I guess her knees were sore,
Its a subject I could not enquire about.
But as a fellow sinner, I whispered after dinner,
"It is written, charming lady, that your shins will find you out."

GASHED CRAG   SATURDAY, 7th APRIL, 1928

While the timid male rock climber takes a rocky rib astride,
He takes three hours *o climb Gash Crag and tells the tale with pride,
But the lady runs across a rib with steps that never fail,
For the female of the species is much faster than the male.

When we reach Life's final chimney and the end of all our hopes, 
And for a track from Pluto's realm the man oft vainly gropes, 
Up from the lower regions the woman finds a trail, 
For the female of the species "bobs" up better than the male.

Man's timid heart is bursting with the things he cannot say, 
For the time is not far distant when the woman will hold sway, 
For in climbing and in cocktails, and in clothing without fail, 
The female of the species has far outstripped the male.

CRAIG YR ISFA  SUNDAY, 8th APRIL, 1928

Less than half of their hard climbing task was done, 
When my watch showed the hour for retiring, 
And down on the rocks hid away from the sun, 
I guessed that our chaps weren't perspiring.

I told Mrs. Wallace away down the slope, 
That I feared for her lord and master, 
And ever an optimist breathed a slight hope 
Of averting a fearful disaster.

Few and short were the words she said, 
And she spoke not a word of sorrow. 

"We will get back to tea" she quietly said, 
"We can fetch in the corpses tomorrow."

We thought as we buttered the Ogwen bread, 
Our strength and our vigour restoring, 
That on the hard rocks he would pillow his head, 
While we on our couches were snoring.
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We thought of search parties at dead of night, 
The sods with our nailed boots spurning, 
By the struggling moonbeam's misty light 
And the lanterns dimly burning.

Long after the sun's last ray had glowed, 
And just as the gong rang for dinner, 
We heard a loud tramp on the Holyhead Road, 
And we found they had come in a winner.

Lightly they talked of the perils they'd run, 
And' I can't illustrate their great story, 
But stout little Beck had salvaged the wreck, 
And had brought it to port to his glory.

CLOSING VERSE

Now my last picture has vanished and to tell the truth I've tried, 
Of the fun we had at Ogwen this recent Eastertide. 
We'll have coffee and faith I need it, and perhaps a sandwich or two, 
And I hope that my little story has not made the folk feel blue.

And those I have praised may be happy, and those I have stung
may be sore,

And I hope that no angry members will wait for me at the door. 
But I've told the facts as I've seen them, and whether they're

angry or proud, 
I don't care a damn for their feelings, so long as I've pleased

the crowd.

WEST OF THE GOWER

John Harwood

To most climbers and, no doubt the MAM are no exception, the words 
'South Wales' conjure up an image of climbing above the golden sands of 
theGower peninsula. But, like the man said 'you gotta go with the times' 
and nowadays it would be a fair statement to say that the Gower cliffs are of 
little interest when compared to Ogmore in Glamorganshire or to the 
numerous crags in Pembrokeshire. It is about the latter area that I have 
been asked to write.

Pembrokeshire (or as the Whitehall beaurocrats would have us 
believe, the western-most part of Dyfed) is split into two distinct regions 
by Milford Haven. North of the estuary is a very Welsh area of small 
farms and the heather-clad hills of the Preseli Mountains. Along the south 
coast, in contrast, is an Anglicised region of holiday homes, rich farmland 
and. alas, the Army ranges. The climbing, at present, is also quite distinct.
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In the northern area lies St. David's Head while along the south coast, 
the cliffs near to Stackpole and Lydstep are the most important I shall 
concentrate on these three areas and try and give a little of the distinct 
flavours of what for me is a superb part of Britain in which to climb.

St. David's Head, just down the road from the smallest city in 
Britain, throws out its gabbro cliffs towards the Atlantic rollers. The rock 
is compact and impeccable, grudgingly running to holds. Craig Coetan is 
the only cliff of interest for the average climber and it houses a delightful 
selection of V.Diff.   V.S. routes on rough, red rock. More serious, and 
better, fare is available on Trwyn Llwyd in the form of Barad (H.V.S.) This 
300-foot climb follows a slanting line through overhangs to gain an 
impressive-looking groove high on the crag. The first pitch is a steady V.S. 
with occasional runners and the odd spray-soaked greasy section. It is 
followed by a strenuous traverse on jams which leaves one gasping at the 
foot of the groove, wondering what horrors are yet to come. However, 
the rest of the limb, surprisingly, is about Diff.!

The best cliff at St. David's is Mur Cenhinen. Unfortunately, this 
needs good weather to appreciate it fully as it faces north. Dimrill (V.S.) 
is a pleasant route, Cordelia (H.V.S.) a steep classic and Goneril (X.S.) 
suitable for a steady and confident 'hard-man'. A word of warning   I 
rate Morfran as more that the H.V.S. which the guide-books would have 
us believe. The whole crag is not a place to start pushing oneself on, as the 
rock yields as few runners as it does holds. Apart from Goneril, the crux 
third pitch of Ogof (X.S.) had me, for one, beginning to wonder what I 
was doing there!

Let us move on from the sombre gloom of St. David's without 
consideration of Littlejohn's new discoveries around Penbwchdy Head to 
the spectacular cliff scenery near to Stack Rocks. Exploration in the latter 
area is unfortunately severely hampered because even in areas where the 
public are allowed access, the Army for some strange reason does not 
permit climbing. West of Stack Rocks, the public are never allowed so it 
remains to be seen what the coastline is like there.

The first of the two areas on the south coast which are well worth 
visiting is at Stackpole. One can park at Stackpole Quay and make a 
delightful walk via Barafundle Bay out to the Head. From there westwards 
stretches a great expanse of cliff with only half a dozen routes until one 
reaches fh'6 promontory of Mowing Word. Climbing is serious here with 
abseil descents (or difficult climbing down) and tidal access. On the west 
face of Mowing Word lie some of the best sea-cliff routes I have done. 
Diedre Sud (H.S.) is the classic, with rock to convince anyone that the 
limestone of Stoney, Avon or Swanage is very inferior indeed. To either 
side lie magnificent routes like New Morning (H.V.S.) with its final jam 
crack right at the top of the cliff or Snozwanger (mild X.S.) which is 
probably best finished up the groove just round the corner left of Diedre 
Sud. (For those who suspect that I am starting to give my routes obscene 
names, I should point out that a Snozwanger is a frightening monster of
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Pembrokeshire granite: 'Ogof, St. David's John Harwood 
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children's fiction). There are many other climbs at Mowing Word and, 
with a simple abseil descent, it is possible to do several climbs in a day.

With all this talk of abseiling and so on, I should perhaps point out 
some of the characteristics of climbing along the south coast of Pembroke 
shire. Nearly all of the cliffs involve abseiling which adds an element of 
seriousness to the undertakings. The crags are usually steep but with good 
holds and little vegetation. Spring and Autumn are the best times of the 
year as the summer is usually too hot to be pleasant (for a non-chalk user 
that is). Apart from the sea and the difficult approaches to many climbs 
there are no rescue facilities and very few climbers. These aspects may deter 
some people but, for me, make climbing in Pembrokeshire all the more 
attractive. In four years of visiting the crags there, I have only ever seen 
other climbers at St. David's. What a change it makes from the rock 
gymnasia of North Wales or the Lakes. The sterile games of technique 
seem far away and one can sometimes, to use an outmoded word, still 
occasionally have a real adventure.

But enough of this, let us pass on to Lydstep. There are several cliffs 
around the bay. To the east lie a series of slabs which give easy routes 
which are not serious and are a good place to visit when in the area for the 
first time. The roufes around Rusty Slab are the best. On the west side of 
the bay is Lydstep Pinnacle with its classic Atlantic Chimney (V.S.) and 
the Lydstep Point where I can recommend Lydstep Point Maze (V.S.) 
The next cliffs west (Pinnacle Buttress, White Tower) are loose before the 
pride of all, Mother Carey's Kitchen. This superb cliff is built around two 
vertical walls the left one of which is named, provocatively, The Great 
Wall. Nearly every route, and there are now around 20, is worth doing but 
it is the harder climbs such as: Rock Idol, Wraith, Deep Space and Star 
Gate that most people will want to climb. All are X.S.

Of all the climbs, the one I like the best is Strait Gate. Pat Littlejohn 
calls it a pleasant H.V.S. but don't be deceived; it is considerably harder 
than something like Cemetery Gates or Cenotaph. A short pitch takes one 
to belay below an overhanging pod. This is then entered and quitted by a 
sensational and insecure-feeling traverse with arms around jugs and legs 
napping foolishly as the flared chimney undercuts one. A quick pull round 
the edge takes one onto a vertical wall whose only apparent feature is a 
jam-size crack winging heaven-wards. Up this one surges (if strength 
permits) on jugs which are too widely spaced for exertion-free levitation. 
Suddenly the crack dies and one has to make a technical little traverse on 
finger-holds and nothing much for the feet. A 120-feet pitch that it would 
be hard to beat anywhere. The final pitch then takes one to the top.

These climbs that I have mentioned, together with other numerous 
ones which have been recorded or just quietly climbed by devotees and left 
unsung, form a superb climbing region of Britain. Come down and see for 
yourself.
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IF AT FIRST YOU DON'T SUCCEED

Dave Hughes

Shortly before he was killed in the Drakensberg, the amazing R. V. M. 
Barry visited the cliffs of the Transvaal Waterberg and on successive days 
in 1937 opened two of the best routes in the Transvaal. He named them 
Hanglip Frontal and Zimbabwe Frontal respectively and his feat rep 
resented two thousand feet of climbing on completely unexplored rock. 
The best tribute to h: s ability is the harrowing accounts of attempts at 
second ascents, and even with the passage of time, Zimbabwe Frontal has 
more than retained its reputation as a long and difficult route.

My first acquaintance with the latter climb came in 1972 when Phil 
Goodridge and John Outhwaite got benighted and I was sufficiently 
perturbed to go and look for them. For a number of reasons I did not 
attempt the climb myself until June, 1976 when lan Miller (alias Haggis) 
and I found ourselves beneath the soaring tower. The buttress is conical in 
shape and is split about two-thirds of the way up by a well-defined grassy 
ledge, which divides the climb into two separate portions. Viewed from the 
east the monotony of the horizontal slabs is seen to be broken by two 
vertical cracks   one towards the right of the lower section, and one 
almost on the left ridge of the upper section. Barry's original route 
followed the cracks all the way but on the second ascent it was not 
possible to force the crack direct and a traverse had to be made to the left 
onto the face just below the grass ledge. The Journal of the Mountain Club 
of South Africa gives the following description of the problems they 
experienced on the crux.

"From this point it was possible to ascend a strenuous chimney for 
about 20 feet, after which all vestige of holds disappeared and the natural 
crack resolved itself into an open face on the left and a short projecting 
buttress on the right. A good stance was available on a series of blocks under 
an overhang to the right of this position from which the grass ledge 
representing the finish of the first portion of the climb could be seen a mere 
20 feet above. A belay was established here, and several unsuccessful 
attempts to force the route were made. It became a matter of some wonder 
and argument how Dick Barry and Harry Barker had overcome this 
section; we finally decided that Dick had jumped it although in the. 
intervening years it is possible that some essential hold had weathered away. 
We had, by this time, spent the best part of two hours attempting to solve 
the problem. Reconnaissance to the right revealed the way barred by 
overhangs; to the left the position appeared more hopeful, but very 
exposed and delicate, so that before trying this alternative, Jan Graaff 
resolved to make a final determined effort to force the direct route.

It is a strange trait of human nature that the sight of a companion in 
distressing circumstances often provokes mirth rather than sympathy. It 
is the leader who most frequently finds himself in the happy position of 
being entertained by the antics and frenzied efforts of his second man to
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solve some problem of ascent, which the leader, with similar labour, has 
surmounted unobserved. On this occasion, the position was reversed; the 
leader was in full view of the remainder of the party, his grunts closely 
audible and bodily manipulations an entertainment to behold. So far as 
could be judged from below, the key to the situat: on appeared to be a 
series of tufts of grass embedded in a small bulge, sloped down at an angle 
too acute for use. Progress was made to a position about 10 feet above the 
belay and it was evident that something in the nature of a sky-hook would 
be needed to make further ascent possible. Nevertheless, the leader's 
efforts were redoubled and it was of little surprise to us when a shower of 
grass and loose debris suddenly preceded the leader's spread-eagled body.

The fall was held without apparent difficulty although the rope itself 
suffered broken strands in passing over a jutting block. It is significant to 
record that on being brought to sudden rest, the leader's first grunted 
comment was "Excellent, excellent!" Some, in similar circumstances, 
might have blasphemed, expressed relief with a few well-chosen oaths or 
expressions of regret, but on this occasion satisfaction in the technique of 
the belay was obviously paramount.

We wasted no more time on further attempts at the direct route, and 
it was decided to investigate the traverse to the left."

Paul Fatti has subsequently repeated the direct line although he is 
prepared to acknowledge in moments of weakness that his second pulled 
off the last vestiges of any holds. The traverse to the left is no easy option 
and Phil Goodridge had gleefully pointed out that there was no protection 
for over 100 feet and the few holds that did exist were all loose. It is not for 
nothing he earned his name of The Albatross.

As Haggis and I surveyed the problems, he made concerned noises 
about the weather which looked rather threatening. Since I was older in 
the ways of Africa, I pointed out that it never rained in the Transvaal in 
June so he had no need to worry. The first pitch started on the face to the 
left of the main crack and proceeded straight up using characteristic 
horizontal ledges. It was all very reminiscent of the gritstone slabs of my 
youth; definitely not a nice pitch to start the day. There then followed 
120 feet of strenuous chimneying, never difficult but distinctly hard work. 
Haggis was going well now and sailed up a short wall and then came to an 
abrupt halt. At this point the description recommended a "dassie" traverse 
to the left. Now dassies are small animals similar to rabbits capable of 
scampering along horizontal ledges with great agility. Haggis is anything 
but a small animal and the prospect of squeezing his bulk along a 
horizontal ledge was a daunting prospect. However, not to be outdone he 
manged to force his way directly up the crack with the aid of some very 
wide bridging, Future progress was then blocked by overhangs and he 
traversed out of the main crack to a small ledge on the right. I was very 
impressed by the "Haggis" variation and it took me three attempts before 
I managed to reach the crucial high hand-hold that provided the key to the 
move. I had been so absorbed by the problem that it was not until I 
reached Haggis that I realised that the early threatening weather had been
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no illusion and rain clouds were fast bearing down on us. Haggis had 
great pleasure in pointing out the inadequacies of my weather forecasting 
and it was no defence to plead that it was the first time it had rained in 
June in thirty years. After shivering on the ledge for an hour it became 
apparent that the rain had set in for the day and retreat was the only 
option. The most notable incident in a long, wet descent was when Haggis 
proclaimed that his life was worth more than the price of a sling and 
promptly wrapped my newest and strongest tape round a convenient 
chock-stone.

Two months later Dave Roberts arrived in South Africa for a holiday 
and with my mind on the abandoned gear I suggested a trip up north to 
look at Zimbabwe. We moved very quickly up the first few pitches and 
had soon reached our previous high point. I was careful to organise the 
pitches so that Dave led the "Haggis" variation and was pleased to note 
that it made him stop and think. I moved up the steep wall behind the ledge 
and then traversed back diagonally left to the foot of the main crack. At 
this point the crack bulged black and unpleasantly and reference to the 
description suggested that this was the point where one traversed out left 
to avoid the difficulties. Dave had first go and came back muttering abou t 
not being certain of the correct line. I pushed across at a slightly lower 
level and found it hard and precarious but not as unprotected as I had 
been led to believe. I moved up to.a good ledge and brought Dave across to 
lead the next pitch. We were perched in the midst of a sea of overhangs and 
there seemed to be nothing approximating to the route description. Dave 
decided that the best course was to move back diagonally right where we 
could see the main crack continuing upwards. It was a magnificent lead on 
his part and I was very relieved to join him on a rocky pulpit. We could see 
the grass ledge about twenty feet above us and it seemed just a question 
of a bit of a push.

Unknown to us we were at the foot of Barry's Direct Route, having 
traversed out of the crack too low down. I had first go and found progress 
very difficult, foot-holds being non-existant and the hand-holds very 
sketchy. I put in a peg for protection and then was able to swing up 
sufficiently high to place a hexcentric in the crack. The grass was now just 
above my head and I felt that all that was necessary was one bold move 
and a desperate scramble. Looking back at Dave for encouragement I was 
very conscious of the ground 500 feet beneath my feet, and rapidly 
concluded that this was a pitch for the visiting expert. As I moved down, 
my feet skidded off the wall and simultaneously the hexcentric pulled out. 
With some surprise I found myself next to Dave hanging from my peg. 
Unperturbed Dave forged into the front, replaced the hexcentric and then 
decided to put in a higher peg. A sling was quickly attached and with its 
aid he was soon stretching upwards for the finishing holds. Just as I 
thought he was up, the peg popped out and there he was hanging from the 
hexcentric. After regaining his equilibrium we decided retreat was 
appropriate before we did ourselves some harm. Since we dislike leaving 
gear on the cliff, he pulled up on the lower peg to retrieve the hexcentric
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but much to our horror this peg pulled out and he was in orbit again. By 
this time demoralisation was complete and the retreat was accomplished 
with great rapidity. Such was our state of mind that each abseil point was 
treated with great suspicion and slings were scattered about with great 
profligacy.

Back in Johannesburg earnest discussions were held with Phil 
Goodridge to discover the error of our ways. It took about four beers and 
much argument before we realised that the route description we had been 
using had omitted an entire pitch which explained why we had traversed 
out at too low a level.

I was now getting an obsession about Zimbabwe and at night I 
started to dream about all my abandoned slings and karabiners gently 
swinging in the breeze. I therefore prevailed upon Haggis to join me for 
yet another attempt in September. I was now fairly proficient on the lower 
pitches and we were soon at the point where I had traversed out to the left. 
Haggis forced the crack direct and I must admit I was not encouraged by 
the shower of holds falling down. A dubious peg was hammered in for 
psychological protection and slowly he moved upwards out of sight 
although his moaning and muttering were very audible. When my turn 
came I found the initial bulge unpleasant mainly because of the friable 
nature of the rock. However after the first fifteen feet the situation 
improved and I soon joined Haggis at the belay on the rock pulpit which 
had served so well on my last visit. A yellow sling in the crack above our 
heads marked the scene of that debacle. Phil Goodridge had indicated that 
to start the traverse it was necessary to move down the crack for a few feet 
and then step out on to the left wall. It looked very thin and committing 
and it was with some reluctance that I launched out. A tottering flake 
offered a very tempting hand-hold but I managed to avoid it by stepping 
down and round very gingerly. I then moved along a slightly rising line to 
the left. The rock at this point was extremely compact and in spite of all 
the cunning of twenty years climbing I found it impossible to arrange any 
protection although I tried the whole range from pegs to micro-wedges. I 
became increasingly anxious as more and more rope paid out; the prospect 
of a hundred foot pendulum was not a pleasant thought. Just when I was 
starting to get really concerned I spotted a small tree on the edge of the 
grass ledge and after a few delicate moves up, I was able to grasp it with a 
great sense of relief. I quickly scrambled over the grass and with memories 
of my previous attempt hammered in a whole nest of pegs for a belay. 
Leading the pitch had taken me over an hour and a half which gives some 
indication of its seriousness. When it was Haggis's turn he neither moved 
nor spoke for twenty minutes and I can assure people who do not know 
him that the latter is a distinctly unusual phenomenon. I gathered later 
that the magnitude of the potential pendulum was enough for him to be 
rendered speechless. Eventually^ rather pale and shaken figure joined me 
and it was with some relief tharwe walked across to the foot of the crack 
up the second tier of the buttress. With the knowledge that the hardest 
pitch was now behind us we were feeling very confident but we were in for
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something of a shock. The crack seemed to go on forever, with jamming, 
mantleshelfs and steep bridging following each other without let up. 
Eventually, after four long strenuous pitches, we stood on the extreme left 
edge of the buttress with the cliff plunging straight down on each side. 
Even now we still had to make one more desperate mantleshelf and then 
traverse right round the front of the buttress with the ground a thousand 
feet beneath our feet. Although technically not difficult, 1 was all too 
aware of the exposure and I was very relieved when 1 reached the easy 
ramp leading to the top of the buttress. All that was now required was a 
short scramble and we had completed a truly magnificent climb.

Finding the descent was not easy and we were almost benighted; a 
final abseil accomplished in the gathering gloom. All that remained was a 
battle through the bush and surprisingly we found our tents without 
incident apart from Haggis walking straight into a barbed-wire fence. His 
curses proved a revelation even to me. It was with great satisfaction that 
we sat round our camp fire and reflected on the day; not only had we 
climbed the route but I had recovered my gear.

TREKKING IN THE SOLA KHUMBU

Dave Prentice

There are no computers in Nepal and I can see little reason for them so I 
doubt whether I shall have the opportunity to live there. I suppose the next 
best thing is to have friends who are good enough to invite one to drop in 
sometime. John, who taught in Katmandu for four years and Ingrid 
fulfilled this role for us and in April/May 1975, Liz and I managed to 
arrange six weeks holiday there. It left us with a legacy of vivid impressions 
and memories which will be difficult to improve on. They are also difficult to 
put over in a short article so I have concentrated on a loosely-connected 
sample of extracts from my diary ...

April 19th. We Aeroflopped into Delhi after a surprisingly good flight, 
the one-third full Ilyushin having enough spare space for us each to 
stretch out over three seats. Even when we bade farewell our hostess did 
not give us a smile. Good material for the KGB or shot-putt squad. She 
had every reason to smile,-confronted as she was by two figures each in 
boots, two pairs of trousers, two sweaters, a duvet and cagoule. We had 
felt silly enough walking around Moscow, but heaving packs well in 
excess of 20-kilos around Delhi Airport was beyond a joke. Nepali air 
hostesses and Katmandu seemed to belong to a different world. We 
bartered for a taxi which drove us through an everchanging montage of 
the back streets of Katmandu. It was captivating. People everywhere, on 
their bicycles, in rickshaws, carrying loads using a headband or by means 
of long bamboo poles across their shoulders; dimly-lit shops open to the 
street selling the .produce and handicrafts of the East; elaborate temples
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guarded by dragons, and roadside shrines daubed with tika; strange 

smells and a hubub of sound. Then out into quieter rural areas with 

terraced fields full of ripening wheat, the occasional string of people and 

buffalo winding along the little paths providing a splash of colour. Houses 

were being built from sunbaked bricks, water raised from wells. The place 

was one mass of primitive activity.

In comparison the school and John and Ingrid's house was a haven of 

Europe with immaculate cleanliness and an excellent meal awaiting us. 

But all water had to be boiled, dried milk was used for hygiene and for a 

like reason as many vegetables as possible were home grown. There are 

problems to living in the East, even with three maids.

We spent the next four days helping John organise a trek for the 

three of us plus two friends. A trekking organisation called Annapurna 

Travel arranged to have a Sherpa guide, cook and five Sherpa porters 

ready for us in Lukla. We booked a flight and John performed wonders 

arranging supplies which, together with our kit totalled 162 kilos.

We managed some sightseeing and a couple of interesting training 

walks up Shivapura, the hill behind John's school   a mere 9,000ft.

April 25th. Compared with the Air Nepal 727 the Twin Otter crawled 

above the intricate network of terracing and skimmed the ridges, occasion 

ally bouncing about in turbulence. There were two Americans and a 

Nepali as the other passengers. Through the open cockpit door we could 

see the pilot and co-pilot operating the controls. We flew into the 

mountains, finding ourselves dwarfed on both sides by hillsides rising from 

the gorge below and there were glimpses of high peaks ahead. We started 

to lose height and turned through 90 degrees. A grass strip perhaps the 

size of two football pitches approached rapidly through the cockpit 

window, the joystick was pulled back, the plane accelerated, the shiny 

metal at the start of the strip turned into the wreckage of a plane, there 

was a bump, rapid deceleration over the rough ground and we'd saved 

ourselves two weeks of trekking. Easy.

A throng of locals gathered around, amongst them our Sherpas and 

Sherpanis, while we weighed out the loads. I weighed myself on the scales 

and half a dozen Sherpas who had previously seen many loads weighed 

thought it a great laugh and weighed themselves.

The cavalcade set off, twelve in all, along paths winding between stone 

walls, past solid stone-built houses reminiscent of those in the Italian Alps 

and through fields planted with potatoes, maize and wheat and occasion 

ally other vegetables. The path bifurcated at mani walls built of stones or 

slabs covered with inscriptions of prayers, and we obeyed superstition and 

walked round them in a clockwise direction. Buddhist prayer flags blew in 

the wind and massive water or hand-driven prayer wheels in their own 

little shelters sent prayers to Buddha.

A straggle of porters belonging to a group of six Americans who had 

been over a high col near Makalu passed us en route to Lukla. Amongst
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them was a groggy-looking Sherpa being helped along with some 
difficulty by a friend. The reason became sickeningly obvious as we passed
  he had at least a quarter of an inch of frostbite in every finger. We asked 
why he hadn't gone to the hospital at Kunde further up the trail and tried 
to impress on his friend the need to see a doctor. The beauty turned sour. 
I wondered if the Americans had bothered to do anything to help.

At the end of Jorsala's teahouse our Sherpas and some locals are 
gathered round the fire which has completely blackened the interior. It is 
only 6.00 p.m. but it is growing dark and we have finished our meal of 
rice and tarkari (green vegetables and potato curry) supplemented with 
some of our meat. John ard Dave are spreading their sleeping bags out on 
the benches.

April 26th. The walk up to Namche Bazaar was wonderful with fine 
views of our first Himalayan peaks. Namche itself is fascinating, its market 
full of interesting characters, the monastery and resident Tibetan Lama 
both quite captivating. He is on his own. He had been with a friend on the 
Tashi Lapcha Pass when his friend had collapsed owing to their over-rapid 
ascent He believed a helicopter had taken his friend out though he did not 
know how he was. Rescue is not easy. We decided that perhaps we had not 
been going too slowly after all.

This afternoon I didn't feel too good. After being sick I felt rather 
better until I saw the dogs eating what I had just brought up. And one of 
them was a lovely little puppy.

April 27th. Suddenly we saw Ama Dablam, its fluted snow tower 
glistening in the sun, then further on the whole majestic peak came into 
view rising from the gorge which dropped 2,000ft. below us. Round a 
corner we could see Lhotse, Everest, Nuptse and Taweche. It was 
magnificent. We fell over each other taking photographs. Pemba seemed 
to find it equally fascinating through our binoculars of which he was the 
self-appointed custodian. Two eagles circled overhead, the sun picking out 
their light brown wings. During the first few hours we had many variations 
of the view, with Ama Dablam and Taweche predominant, but it never 
ceased to impress.

Before having our chappatis (which made a pleasant change from 
rice) at the last of the teahouses, Dave stripped to the waist revealing his 
hairy chest much to the interest of the young Sherpanis and our Sherpas 
who do not even have facial hair. Purkita came over and pulled the hair to 
check it was real; Dave became Yeti Dave. He and I went down to the river 
and while we were washing noticed two Sherpanis apparently deriving great 
amusement from the prospect. One thing led to another and we finished 
having a water fight with them until they ran off laughing and dripping.

The lock on the main door of Thangboche monastery is a work of art
  very large and solid with one key first being inserted and turned several 
times before another is inserted at right angles to the first to spring it open. 
Upstairs is a dimly-lit room covered in Buddhist murals with an enormous
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Thamserku with the Chorten 
at Thangboche Dave Prentice 
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gong and bells; big extendable horns; busts of various deities surprisingly 
behind glass; brass offering bowls full of water; vast archives of parch 
ments, hand written or printed from wooden blocks, which are wrapped in 
cloth in bundles four inches thick and sandwiched between wooden boards. 
The monk opened another combination lock of great vintage and we went 
into a small room inside which is a padded chair for squatting on and 
several small painted cubicles. He incongruously produced an alarm clock 
from one, checked it against my watch, set it and rewound it. He then 
proceeded to sell us two semi precious stones and a Tibetan coin. One has 
to remember many tourists have passed this way before though it may not 
be apparent. We continued to a larger, similar, lower hall. The over 
powering solemnity and undisturbed antiquity was rather spoilt by two 
Sherpas working on extensions to the monastery who were having an 
extremely verbose argument which eventually came to blows. Our first 
aid kit was later put to use.

April 28th. I was up before 5.00 a.m. to find a heavy frost outside the 
tent (we were at 12,700ft.) and beyond the monastery a full moon shining 
over Kongde Ri. The sun had not yet touched the mountains but a swirl of 
cloud over Lhotse was a luminous pink in the clear sky. The cirque of 
steep rock and ice faces forming Kangtega and Thamserku looked superb 
in the half light. The solitude was broken by a yakherd waking his dzum 
and dzumjoch who slowly rose to their feet. The dog which had followed 
us from Namche and eaten all our scraps was awake. Then as I walked up 
towards the monastery, looking towards Kangtega, an avalanche started 
high on its face, rolling down with a deep-throated rumble, clouds of 
powder snow covering a quarter of the face tumbling five thousand feet to 
the glacier below. Within a couple of minutes the last snow had settled. 
Liz was up to see the sun touch the tops of Kongde Ri then Thamserku. 
Gradually the place came to life.

In the early afternoon we made a diversion to look at a Buddhist 
chorten while our Sherpas went on and erected our tents.

We approached the tents by crossing one of the walled fields which 
along with a few stone houses and barns dotted amongst them makes up 
Dingboche. Furrows were being cut in the dusty soil by a single-blade 
plough pulled by a yoke of two dzum guided by a Sherpa who was followed 
by two Sherpanis planting seed potatoes. As he cut the next furrow he 
covered the first. Despite the harsh environment they were all very jovial. 
It is now 6.30 p.m. and the two Sherpanis have only just stopped hoeing 
earth over uncovered potatoes. It has become very cold and we are in our 
duvets. A thick blanket of low cloud is rolling up the valley, blotting 
everything out.

April 29th. We were away at 7.00 a.m. and the weather was superb but I 
had a headache. Whenever I wanted to look at the mountains around 
I stopped and gradually moved my head so as to not increase the throbbing. 
Bending down to photo one of the clumps of marguerites was a painful
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process. John dropped back to walk behind me. At 10.00 a.m. we arrived 
at Chhukung, the last settlement in the valley. Half a dozen squat, window- 
less houses with rough slate roofs set at 15,500ft. amongst glacial 
moraines. Beyond there is just a magnificent back drop of mountains. Dave 
lay under a fly-sheet, out to the world, impervious to the beauty around. 
However at 1.00 p.m. we set off up a hill aiming to look out the British 
Army Nuptse Base Camp. We were wearing duvets, for despite the sun 
there was a cold wind. Liz was really struggling near the top, but with 
Pemba holding one hand and I the other we whisked her to the cairn, 
Pemba doing most of the whisking. Carole had decided to sit down and 
admire the view from a lower vantage point but John went down and 
helped her up, a fine achievement as this was the first serious walking she 
had ever done. We were over 18,000 feet on a relative molehill called 
Chhukuri but had the satisfaction of being one metre higher than Kala 
Pattar, the viewpoint at the end of the 'Everest Trail'. Our own view was 
superb looking straight across to the big wall of Nuptse towering more 
than 7,000 feet above us. This ran on the right side into the even more 
intimidating south face of Lhotse, one of the great challenges of the 
Himalayas which an Italian expedition with Reinhcld Messner is in the 
process of attempting. From Lhotse Shar a ridge ran out to the appro 
priately named Island Peak and beyond the headwall of the valley the 
imposing pyramid of Makalu rose into the clear sky, a full twenty kilo 
metres distant. To the right of that the 24,000 foot peak of Baruntse 
presented itself at the end of the Imja Glacier as a mainly rocky wall, but 
further round to the south beautiful fluted snow faces formed the north 
wall of a lower range of peaks leading to Ama Dablam.

Below us across the Nuptse Glacier we could see the British Army 
Base Camp. (Though we didn't know it at the time they were making good 
progress up the face. However the expedition met with dreadful tragedy, 
first one pair being avalanched on a summit attempt and then a second 
falling to their deaths while retreating from high on the mountain).

30th April. It had been cold enough during the night for the water in our 
bottle inside the tent to freeze solid but as we walked back down the 
valley below Dingboche it was another glorious day and we were all in 
high spirits. Then round a corner walking in front of us like a zombie was 
a duveted figure using a ski-stick as a support; in front another. They were 
tall, well-built and well-equipped. Further on was a man supporting a 
woman who could hardly walk and in front of them were five Sherpas and 
a European struggling with a stretcher on which was another trekker, 
completely oblivious of the world around and very palid underneath his 
oxygen mask. The paths are not designed for stretcher carrying and their 
progress was tortuously slow. We gave them water, chocolate and glucose 
tablets and offered to help but there was virtually nothing we could do. 
They were part of a larger German trekking party and had been taken ill 
with altitude sickness at Pheriche en route to Kala Pattar. According to 
Pemba they had tried to get a helicopter to come out, but one was out of 
action and the other refused owing to their lack of insurance cover. We
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estimated it would take them two days to get to Namche Bazaar. With the 
sun beating down from a cloudless sky it all seemed like a horrible dream.

Pangboche has a special claim to fame   its monastery houses a 
Yeti scalp and hand. The former is locked in a small, wooden box and 
wrapped in blue cloth. It is about eight inches in diameter and about as 
tall, of hard leathery material with some coarse reddish-brown hair. This 
was all revealed with some drama at the going rate of five rupees per 
person.

May 1st. I was up shortly after 5.00 a.m. and went for a wash just below 
the little water-driven prayer wheel. There was a movement on the hillside 
which turned out to be a bird similar to one I had seen above Namche, 
but this time it was only twenty yards away. It had a small plume on its 
greenish head, then a neck of red, orange and yellow with its main feathers 
a dark blue with a high sheen. Its short tail feathers were again a blend of 
red, orange and yellow. Liz arrived in time to see it. We thought it was 
possibly a small member of the peacock family.

Our walk round to Phortse and Konar was particularly fine, contour 
ing as it did high up a steep hillside with spectacular views across the 
valley. Konar is a delightful spot with a tumbling river and little walled 
grassy fields, in one of which we are camped.

I have taken photos of each of our Sherpas whom we are now getting 
to know very well. I don't know whether we are lucky or whether all 
Sherpas are as good but ours certainly live up to all expectations. Pemba 
Galzen who has been to the South Col of Everest is the epitomy of an 
obliging, considerate Sherpa and is quite refined in his way whereas our 
cook, Ang Kama who at sixteen is the youngest, has a big grin and is full of 
boyish fun. We have two women   Tserkima who is only eighteen years 
old, very sweet and extremely shy, and Taksha who could be any age 
between thirty and sixty. Both of them carry full loads though we would not 
have believed it when we first saw them. Of the others Putchiter is a well- 
built six footer who invariably carries the heaviest load without a grumble, 
Purkita is quiet but helpful as is Ang Kentsa, at thirty-seven more than 
twice his age.

May 2nd. We had tea in bed at 5.30 a.m., one of the advantages of having 
Sherpas. There had been a very hard overnight frost so it was very 
welcome. We had pitched the tent on sloping ground and Liz had pressed 
the inner against the flysheet and they had frozen to each other. We were 
in the shadow of one of Taweche's ridges so we could not dry the tents out 
and they were packed away still frozen. We were off, shivering, at around 
7.00 a.m., an early steep climb leaving us short of breath and with tingling 
leg muscles. It took us a time to warm up but we had fine views across the 
Dudh Kosi as compensation.

As we arrived at Na, a small, green oasis with rushing glacial rivers on 
both sides, we were subjected to alternating hail storms and sunshine. Two 
families seem to be the only inhabitants   two women, one with a child,
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three young boys and two men, one of whom surprisingly has a beard. The 
boys and one of the men are incredible ragamuffins, a patchwork of cloth 
often more holes than material, giving the impression of walking scare 
crows. But they are very friendly and treated us to potatoes baked in their 
skins and eaten with rough salt which tasted quite delicious after our 
mainly rice diet.

May 3rd. We followed a clear, sparkling stream to perhaps the prettiest 
sight of our walk. On a small aquamarine lake were two vividly-coloured 
ducks which took off as we approached, their colours glinting in the sun 
against a backdrop of rock and snow peaks.

A stream linked that lake to a higher one which was largely frozen and 
that in its turn was fed by a stream which took us to Gokyo (15,800ft.), 
three or four squat, stone shelters and a few walled fields overlooking a 
lake frozen white apart from a fringe of water on its near side on which 
were another two ducks. Beyond, peaks rise steeply to 20,000ft.

May 4th. Liz, John, Pemba and myself were away in the cold, clear 
pre-dawn, retracing the route we reconnoitred yesterday through the 
gloomy boulders of the hard-frozen moraines. I was wearing my heavy, 
Alpine boots instead of my kletts which may partially explain my present 
(shattered) condition. Soon the first sun rays caught the very tip of the 
Cho Oyu illuminating the plumes of snow blowing from its summit. We 
followed the Ngozumpa Glacier past the completely frozen white lake of the 
same name and onto new ground.

Steep, sparsely-grassed slopes took us to over 17,000ft. and we stopped 
to have some chocolate, the only effect of which was to make me feel rather 
ill amongst other things en route down. After a gently-inclined shoulder, 
a boulder field at first seemed a relief from monotonous plodding but the 
jerky movements sometimes required were energy sapping. By now we had 
tremendous views of the peaks to the East of Cho Oyu, a fine bowl of 
mountains including the 26,000ft. Gyachung Kang. And as I anticipated 
we had a clear view across the romantically-named Col of Changri La over 
the top of Kala Pattar to the bulk of Everest; its west flank, south face and 
south col being prominent. Further to the right was the specatacular west 
face of Nuptse with Lhotse peering .above.

The last few hundred feet we climbed were purgatory. Each step was 
considered, adequate breath taken, the step made and the next contemp- 
plated. John, either remarkably fit or well acclimatised was a long way in 
front. Steeper rock forced us round to the right where we suddenly became 
aware of the terrain dropping away sheer for a good 2,000ft. We climbed 
some steeper rock very, very carefully to find that on our left was another 
steep face, the mountain having come to a neck. We reached John at the 
point where a hundred-foot drop barred further progress. Beyond it the 
ridge continued in a series of Chamonix-style aiguilles to the summit. In 
many ways I felt quite relieved. We were at around 19,000ft. and my body
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did not want to go any higher. It took me some time to decide that the 
newly-revealed view to the west was worth looking at through the 
binoculars.

I started writing this at 5.00 p.m. We arrived back shortly after 
1.00 p.m., an eight hour day. I have spent the intervening period mainly 
asleep and cannot think of an occasion when I've felt so worn out. Why, 
I am not quite sure. I suppose it must mainly be the altitude though 
Kilimanjaro is higher and on that occasion I felt I was going as well as 
John. John and Liz recovered much more quickly and Pemba of course 
wasn't in the slightest tired and was quite pleased to have covered new 
ground.

That really was the highlight of our trek. The following day we had a 
long but very pleasant walk back down the opposite side of the Dudh 
Kosi via Khumjung to Namche, stopping off for a rather expensive drink 
at the impressive Japanese-built Everest View Hotel.

John, Liz, Pemba and I walked to Thame and its gompa where we saw 
a Tibetan mastif which was fortunately well-chained to a suitably stout 
stake. The walk was notable for its abundance of flowers   iris, primula, 
wild roses, and rhododendrons ranging in colour from deep red and purple 
to pink, white, some speckled ones and a single yellow variety. A teahouse 
we stopped in had lots of character and the best chang we have tasted 
which must have had strange powers for a short time later we rounded a 
corner and came face to face with half a dozen Buddhist minstrels clothed 
in their rust-brown robes and carrying various horn-style instruments.

At Jorsale the cow which had looked rather fat eleven days pre 
viously produced a chestnut-coloured calf and Ang Kama bought one of 
the litter of puppies which was a great source of amusement. We passed a 
group of people sitting dumbstruck in a clearing and later found out they 
were Californian vegetarians who at that moment in time had been 
meditating.

Back at Lukla, Pemba showed us his land and house and we watched 
a new hotel, the first of several stretching towards Everest, being built by 
the Sherpa Co-operative. Times are changing, but every operation was 
still being done by hand, from mixing the cement to cutting the stone. We 
spent the night as Pemba's guests, being treated to chappatis, potatoes and 
a glass of Tibetan tea which with salt and butter instead of milk and sugar 
took some swallowing. Fortunately we had numerous glasses of chang to 
wash it down. We slept in Pemba's storeroom. I was awoken by scurrying 
noises. I shone my torch and a couple of feet away from my head a rat 
stopped in its tracks and stared unconcernedly back.

On May 8th the Twin Otter flew in as arranged and we made our very 
spectacular exit   at least it seemed like it to us. I think we all felt a 
tremendous sadness to be leaving.
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Ingrid brought us back to earth by insisting we all went immediately 
to the bathroom.

P.S.   In our remaining time Liz and I with a Sherpa and a Gurung 
porter spent nine days walking to the Annapurna Sanctuary and back, 
where we climbed to 17,000ft. for stupendous views of Annapurna's 
South Face and Machapuchare. It was totally different, starting as we did 
from Pokhara at a little over 2,000ft., but was equally fascinating. Each 
day we covered a long distance and we had the satisfaction of feeling 
completely acclimatised, in rather vivid contrast to some Japanese we met.

THE FORESTS OF BEN ALDER 
AND CORROUR

Dave Smith

There are still a number of areas in Scotland where there are mountains 
not readily accessible in a single day's walk from a car and it is to be hoped 
that construction of roads into such places will never take place. Regret 
tably indiscriminate development by Forestry, Army and Tourist 
Authorities are eroding what is left to us   but one can only hope that the 
increasing interests of conservation will prevent further encroachment on 
what remains.

One such area that I had long wanted to visit lies between Lochs 
Erricht, Laggan and Trieg and includes the deer forests of Ben Alder and 
Corrour. Probably the normal access to this region is by train to Corrour 
Siding on the eastern edge of Rannoch Moor from whence a very good 
track leads easily by the shores of Loch Ossian and in some 5 miles reaches 
the foot of the Loch and the Youth Hostel. Apart from this and a few 
bothies, such as Ben Alder Lodge on the shores of Loch Erricht, there is 
no lodging available and the only alternative is lightweight camping.

My first foray into this area was at Easter time when I was able to 
traverse the seperate peak of Beinn na Lap, lying west of Loch Ossian, in a 
single day from a car left below the Loch Trieg dam, This was a murky day 
of low cloud and more or less continuous drizzle interspersed with hard 
rain.

An excellent old track makes its way round the lower northern slopes 
of the hills to the east of Loch Trieg starting at the Forestry houses. This, 
is largely beset by new plantings of the Forestry Commission and in a few 
years the wide horizons to be enjoyed on this walk will be seen no more. As 
it was, despite the low cloud, I was able to see glimpses of Loch Laggan with 
the great bulk of Creag Meagaidh to its north and ahead, to the east, the 
northern outliers of the Ben Alder hills in particular Beinn a Chlachair.

With only a minor ascent the track duly curves round the lower slopes 
of Chno Dearg and descends easily towards Loch Gulbin in Strath 
Ossian where I was.rather dismayed to find a relatively new Forestry road
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had been constructed. (My maps are very out of date!) This runs from 
Moy Lodge in the Laggan valley to Loch Ossian, but is apparently only 
open to a limited number of authorised vehicles.

Following this a little way I came to the fine Allt Feith na h'Ealaidh 
dropping out of the corrie between Beinn na Lap and Chno Dearg and 
was pleased to find a good stalkers track up the east side of the burn which 
was not shown on the map. This took me beyond the confluence of the 
burn which drains the south-east side of my mountain when I cut up onto 
its long north-east ridge. After a reasonably sheltered stop for food behind 
a boulder a steady ascent took me easily enough up the ridge   latterly in 
cloud and a hard wind but luckily not too much rain at this time. So in due 
course the summit at 3,066 feet was reached although I did little more than 
pause by the cairn before continuing straight ahead down the ridge on the 
opposite side of the mountain. Being foolish enough to use a compass 
here, I got a little off course, but this did provide a better view of Loch 
Ossian before I traversed back round and duly gained the railway near an 
old bothy whose remaining walls offered shelter for another bite to eat.

A long haul of some 8 miles followed all the way back down Loch 
Treig on the railway. This had two points in its favour   one being no hills 
and the second the presence about every mile of platelayers huts offering 
shelter from the elements. A train passed when I was fairly well advanced 
and, preoccupied with calculations as to how long it would be before the 
next could arrive, I scampered anxiously through the tunnel without 
incident and soon reached the dam. A further half mile after crossing this 
brought me to dry clothes and the car.

My main venture into the area however came in early June following 
an unexpected reconnaisance only a few days previously from over 
30,000 feet. At that time the whole area gleamed in early morning light 
showing a clear promise of settled, fine sunny weather   the scene being 
in great contrast to the mass of Mount McKinley and the Polar ice which 
were the last things I'd seen from the window.

Travelling north by road I diverted for a day to Crieff to "knock off" 
Ben Chonzie lying at the head of Glen Turret   an isolated Munro whose 
lack of ascent had long irked me. This accomplished I continued north and 
changing at the last minute my plan to enter from Dalwhinnie up Loch 
Erricht, I soon found myself again parked below the Loch Trieg dam.

Final preparations then, hoping that I'd remembered everything in 
my pack to be completely self contained for five nights, and I was ready 
for off. A last brew by the car, where I had no restriction on fuel supplies, 
and in brighter weather than the last time I set to the track again. At the 
Forestry houses 1 was promptly bitten by a ferocious dog which damped 
my enthusiasm and left a triangular tear in my smart breeches. Still I was 
self contained and proved it by having needle and thread to effect a rather 
amateur repair in the evening. (To my breeches   not my leg).

A good walk followed without the load being excessive although a 
cold northerly breeze discouraged much lazing around in the sun. As before
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I stayed with the track round into Strath Ossian, but this time kept on by 
the Lodge and in a further couple of miles entered the trees at the foot of 
Loch Ossian. Not having done my homework I had subconsciously 
expected this to be a fairly bleak moorland loch, after all it is more than 
1,000 feet up. In practice however I found it a most attractive spot with 
sunshine brightening the scene about the rippled waters which are 
bordered by rhododenron and pine.

A Forestry Landrover stopped by me there and in the course of 
conversation they asked if I'd seen a lone 'bod' around as they'd found his 
gear in one of their huts. They made it clear that they did not encourage 
the use of their buildings as bothies   but I could not help them although 
surprisingly I did meet the bloke in question, an American, a few minutes 
later and in the course of a chat warned him to keep a low profile.

Heading off up Glen Labhair I saw a number of tents scattered about, 
including one group belonging to a school party. I found a good quiet spot 
for myself without trouble by the fine Uisge Labhair about a mile above the 
Lodge and soon had the tent up and a brew organised.

To my disappointment the next day was thoroughly foul with wind 
and continuous rain and my impression of cold was confirmed by the sight 
of new snow only about 500 feet above the tent. Keen though I was to 
get to grips with the unknown hills about I lacked any enthusiasm to 
experience them in excessive discomfort and with no views   I also had 
virtually no dry clothes to change into and so spent a reflective day eating 
and sleeping about, the tent with only an occasional gallop outside for 
exercise.

Next day brought a pleasant fresh dawn of sun and cloud and I got 
walking as soon as I could. Leaving my camp I went a little way further up 
the glen before heading north up the course of the Allt Feith a Mheallain. 
This was trackless but gave a straightforward and easy angled ascent till 
regrettably I entered cloud on approaching the 3,000 foot contour and new 
snow was underfoot when I reached two rather finely placed lochans close 
to the ridge. The first two tops, Mullach Cofre nan Nead then Uinneag a 
Ghlas Choire were visited fairly speedily from this point and I duly left the 
latter for the continuing ridge after a little precautionary compass work.

Steady walking up the broad ridge took me onto the summit of Beinn 
Eibhinn (3,631ft.) easily enough and a lightening of the cloud and a glimpse 
into the hnpressive corrie to the tiortlv encouraged me to hope for a 
clearing. It didn't of course and in thick cloud I dropped by the more 
rocky ridge beyond and found a comfortable niche in the rocks after the 
bealach where I could fortify myself with food.

Continuing up the rocky ridge I soon reached the top of Aonach Beag 
(3,647ft.) in a light snow fall and with no encouragement to pause pressed 
on for the broad slopes and summit plateau of Geall Charn. This presented 
very limited visibility with almost complete snow cover but the cairn at 
3,688ft. was found without trouble by just going uphill. Beyond it wasn't 
so easy as I had to hit off the fairly inconspicuous ridge leaving the plateau
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for Carn Dearg   the next top. I wasn't quite reduced to throwing snow 
balls ahead but managed to proceed by repeated bearings within my 
limited visibility. In fact after all this I found the cloud to have cleared at 
the edge of the plateau and pleasingly (but surprisingly) found myself very 
nearly spot on position. Two separate parties of two in this area were all 
the bodies I saw that day.

The ridge out to Carn Dearg, 3,391ft., and back as it is an outlier, was 
a bit rough in a bitter wind and at times hard rain and the outlooks were 
most discouraging with masses of dark grey cloud swamping most high 
ground. Having returned from this top however I enjoyed a traverse under 
the main cliffs of Geall Charn so as to avoid climbing it again and this gave 
one of the better parts of the day, out of the wind and over avalanche debris 
under steep snow slopes with an almost Alpine flavour. Thus easily up 
the slopes of my last peak of the day, Sgor lutharn at 3,300ft.

The descent to the Bealach Dubh was uneventful and in pouring rain 
I squelched back down the long glen to my tent. That evening I found the 
origins of the kilt, as having only a dry shirt and sweater my lower regions 
quickly became all too aware of the surrounding temperature. With 
brilliant improvisation any untoward effects were avoided by arranging a 
damp shirt to hang before and a damp sweater to hang behind me, giving 
more effective protection than one might imagine.

The next morning was dull but fairly dry so, cringingly, I pulled on 
wet clothes and set off up the glen. A faint track by the river makes this a 
good walk and in reasonable time I forded the torrent and cut up the 
slopes nearly to the Bealach Cumhann and so on by easy rock and grass 
slopes to the top of Beinn a'Chumhainn at 2,958ft.

My days ridge now lay before me to the south   not striking in 
appearance but promising easy walking with fine outlooks. Progressing 
along this the weather improved and near the bealach after the next top   
Meall a'Bhealach at 2,827ft. I found a sheltered spot just off the ridge in 
sporadic sun where I almost completed drying out and enjoyed the outlook 
over the head of Loch Erricht and to the unmistakeably fine form of 
Schiehallion beyond Loch Rannoch.

Onwards again I traversed Sgor Choinnich (3,040ft.) and Sgor 
Gaibhre (3,124ft.) meeting two other parties while resting near the cairn of 
the latter. Leaving this a good stroll to the south again took me on to Carn 
Dearg at 3,080ft. where I enjoyed a good stop in the sunshine. The outlook 
now over the Blackwater Reservoir and Rannoch Moor was very good 
indeed giving an unusual angle to the Glencoe and Lochaber hills. Low 
flying military aircraft also added to the interest altough their noise was an 
intrusion in this wild area. Another two bodies passed by at this time and I 
gained from them the basic Sports Plan for this area. Though I didn't take 
advantage of this the idea is to arrange your day so as to be able to descend 
to Rannoch Station   apparently a vast diversion to nowhere, but the pub 
there offers consolation and a train ride to Corrour shortens the walk 
home.
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Having good weather I descended directly to the south rather than 
making directly to my tent and homed in onto Corrour Old Lodge   
quite an extensive ruin. In false security I sunned myself behind one of its 
walls and only when I eventually arose to depart did I see a grey pall of 
advancing rain before me. This duly dampened me again but a good track 
led round to Loch Ossian and so to my tent where I was pleased not to be 
so wet as to have to devise my 'kilt' again.

The unfortunate pattern of poor weather   although not too wet   
was repeated the next morning but I nevertheless plodded up the glen 
again and cut up to the Bealach Cumhann. From here a steep steady ascent 
took me up onto the extensive and mainly snow-covered plateau of Ben 
Alder. I was pleased to find this just about clear of cloud, thus improving 
the enjoyment of the position and easing route finding. The top at 3,757ft. 
was reached at almost the same time as the clouds dropped again and I 
continued around the rim of the great Garbh Choire till I could drop to 
Bealach Breabag finding some shelter for lunch behind a boulder when I 
got below the cloud. Even the rain eased off after a little while.

Beyond the Bealach the ridge over Sron Coire nah'Iolaire (3,128ft.) 
and Beinn Bheoil (3,333ft.) was very good despite the overcast conditions 
and there are fine outlooks up and down Loch Erricht which runs parallel 
to it. More military aircraft whistled up over the loch at a considerably 
lower height than I which again provided interest and, although in 
appropriate to the surroundings, they had very soon gone.

Descending to the foot of Loch a Bhealach Bheithe I enjoyed a pause 
to take in its impressive surroundings and in particular the cliffs dropping 
from Ben Alder. From this spot a very long traverse of several miles took 
me rather enjoyably half way round the slopes of Ben Alder until I could 
drop down and ford the Allt a Bhealaich Dhuibh and so join the track up 
to the Bealach Dubh, once more in a hard rain shower. So once again down 
the glen and to my tent and thankfully reasonably dry again.

I had hoped to cover all the Munros in this area on this visit but those 
to the north, Beinn a Chlachair, Geal Charn and Creag Pitridh, were not 
easily accessible in a day from my camp. I had intended moving my base 
towards them but the bad weather had delayed things and so the next 
morning with food and fuel running out I packed up in dry, overcast 
weather and headed out. These will provide a strong incentive for a further 
visit to this grand area. At the time however I was heading for fish and chips 
in Fort William and later was very pleased to link up temporarily with John 
Brown's Meet in Glencoe a pleasant sociable ending to a rather wild trip.

THE M.A.M. MEET AT GRESSONEY ST JEAN 1977

Bill WiEtaer

Gressoney St. Jean is a small township in a rather beautiful vaiiey running 
South into Italy from the Monte Rosa Massif. There arc excellent 
mountaineering reasons why Monte Rosa and Ihe surrounding peaks are
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surprisingly suitable for a club meet. Firstly, there are an unusually large 
number of four thousand metre peaks in the area readily accessible from 
huts at over three thousand five hundred metres. Secondly, there is a wide 
variety of routes to suit all standards of fitness and ability, from the 
Breithorn whose ordinary route is considered to be one of the easiest four 
thousand metre ascents to the Marinelli Couloir on the Dufourspitz giving 
one of the longest and best ice climbs in the Alps. Thirdly, one can operate 

from Italy where the wine and other essentials are significantly cheaper 
and to me the valleys are more beautiful. Fourthly, the terrain and the 
positions of the huts make the area eminently suitable for a traversing 
meet which we had not undertaken for many years. However it was 
rapidly realised that mountaineering considerations are not the only or 
even the dominant constraints on the location of the meet. The dominant 
consideration is the state of the ladies loos in the campsite. A compromise 
was essential and since the only official campsite in the guide-books was at 
Gressoney St. Jean, rather low down in the Gressoney Valley, this had to 
be chosen; fortunately, the routes to two of the most useful huts started 
from the end of this valley.

Never can a meet have started so unpropitiously. My wife and I 
drove up the Gressoney Valley on the Saturday, the day before the 
official start of the meet. If anything, it was raining harder than it had been 
in the drive across France and the visibility was about fifty yards. We found 
the campsite behind a pleasant hotel on a site of granite chippings quite 
solid with caravans. On one small sloping patch were Gay and Dave 

Dickson with a baby in a polythene bag; a thin stream of water was 
flowing through one corner of the tent. They were marvellous; not a word 
of reproach was uttered. There was only one relief; the ladies loos were 

acceptable, or if they were not, no-one had the heart to tell me so. We 
drove up to Gressoney La Trinite but although there were some campers 
around no official site was found and there was nothing for it but to 

occupy the remaining tiny area of chippings directly in front of the 
Dicksons and await the fury of the rest of the party when they arrived. 
Robin Knowles appeared and retired to the hotel. Bob Robinson and Bill 
Thurston appeared from a week of walking up to and a short distance 

above various huts in the Valpelline. They had been able to do little; they 
were wet; the flora and fauna in their intestines were lacking their usual 

balance. So down were they that they Refused a Drink; they commiserated; 
they filled their car with cheap Italian spirits; they turned the car round and 

set off for the beautiful limestone of the Calanque (on the French Coast 

east of Marseilles). Night and the rain fell. The next morning in a short 
clearance the Dicksons found a larger and altogether better campsite off 
the main road whose loos were really admirable. Alf Wallwork and John 

Daffern appeared and shuddered but cheered up when they found the new 
site. We had to stay where we were at least until Monday morning since 

none of the other meet members could be expected to find the new site 

without guidance.
And then on Monday our luck changed. At 9 o'clock the sun shone 

on the tent and at the head of the valley the Lyskamm was clearly to be
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seen and studied. The snow line was at 6,000 feet (this was the end of July), 
the huts were at 12,000 feet the summits over 15,000 feet. Dave and Robin 
were soon organised and set off for the Gnifeti hut. I was disorganised; 
moving a tent that had been set in heavy rain and bad temper could not be 
managed in time for a 6,000 feet hut walk on the first day; Alf and John 
were the very essence of tact and maintained that they would like a rest 
after the fast, long drive across France and Italy and offered to wait for 
me till the next day.

At this point, when we could actually see the mountains it may be 
appropriate to describe the topography in outline. From the Zermatt side; 
due North at the head of the valley is the Matterhorn. On the East side of 
the Zermatt Valley is the long ridge of the Dom, Taschorn, Rimpfischorn 
and Strahlhorn running South to the Monte Rosa Massif. To the East of 
this ridge is the Saas Valley closed at the South end by the low Monte 
Moro Pass leading to the Macugnaga Valley in Italy which runs South and 
East from the main Monte Rosa summits. The next valley to the West in 
Italy is Valsesia with Alagna at the head running also S.E. from the main 
Monte Rosa Massif. To the West of the Monte Rosa Massif on the 
frontier ridge are the twin peaks of Lyskamm. From the Lysjoch 
between Monte Rosa and Lyskamm the Gressoney Valley runs due South. 
Further West again the frontier ridge from Lyskamm comes down to the 
Felikjoch and then rises again to Castor and Pollux. Southeast from Castor 
runs the Val d'Ayas. Finally to the West of Pollux the great mass of the 
Breithorn and finally the Theodul Pass leading from the Zermatt Valley 
into Valtournanche with Breuil (Skispeak, Cervinia) at the head.

One of the attractions of the meet was that according to the old guide 
books the huts were about six hours walk above the valley. If the huts are 
two to three hours walk the management will respond more kindly to free- 
spending tourists than to the climber wanting to eat at peculiar times and 
occupying places at tables for long periods. At three to four hours walk 
clearly one need not leave ones camp until after a good lunch and wine. 
This enables one to reach the hut in the afternoon some two hours after 
dark. But five to six hours is admirable, one prepares the night before, 
leaves the camp at ten, lunches beside the torrent and reaches a traditional 
hut at about 5.00 p.m. to be greeted by a charming warden and a small 
group of friendly climbers. But just as in one's dreams of campsites one 
had forgotten about caravans, so in hut walks one had forgotten about the 
piste skiers. The new guidebook revealed that a series of lifts went up from 
Alagna in the next valley some 40 miles away by car to within If hours of 
the Gnifeti hut. Even from Gressoney the lift went up a little way to enable 
the first hours walk to be avoided. But we were in good time; the lift cost 
about two litres of Chianti so we scorned it. It must have been a lovely 
walk, this first hour, Alpine meadows then cool paths through the woods. 
But, the piste skiing interests had bulldozed a wide stony, dirty highway 
zigzagging at the required angle. Across the zigzags the melting snow had 
produced deep, loose runnels. However, once above the upper lift 
machinery we reached a most delightful Alpine valley which especially
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pleased the botanists. We were soon at snow level and the normally clear 
route markings were not easy to find. At one point the tracks in the snow 
diverged, but the ones on the left were deepest. Since they were also the 
steepest this must be the way. One and a half hours later we arrived at a 
small, aluminium bivouac hut. However tracks led away to the right and 
we quietly sidled past without stopping to chat to the Italians outside the 
hut. We subsequently discovered that these tracks had been made by the 
only English party we met in our holiday. Turning a corner, having been 
walking for some five hours we met Dave and Robin descending; they had 
been up to the Signalkuppe and found it straightforward but rather heavy 
going in the deep, soft snow. They assured us we were about half way to 
the hut. However, we got there before dark. Nominally the Gnifeti hut 
holds 200 people. We managed to get some tea in plastic cups, which we 
drank sitting on the floor all places being filled. There was a notice saying 
that lights would go on and food and hot water would be available from 
4.30 a.m. No problem for our first day but ominous for the future since 
for most routes in this area 2.00 a.m. would be a more appropriate time.

The next morning we set off for the Pyramide Vincent. Since to get to 
the Monte Rosa group or to the Lyskamm all routes go up to the Lysjoch 
there was already a good track left by previous parties. Our original idea 
had been to ascend the S.E. Ridge, said to be a pleasant mixed rock and 
snow ridge. However as soon as we moved off the beaten piste we were 
flogging through soft snow up to our knees. We returned to the piste and 
followed around the side of the mountain and easily up to a large, 
comfortable summit at 4,215 metres. There were no signs of tracks on the 
S.W. Ridge. We lazed a little on the summit in beautiful sunshine, 
admired the view and began to understand the map of the area. We were 
back at the hut for lunch and now it was us who had the 'Occupato' sign 
on our table. The next morning we were up in good order ready to snatch 
a quick breakfast at 4.30 a.m. and be away soon after 5.00 a.m. Surprising 
ly the scrum for breakfast was nothing like as bad as expected. We 
followed a long trail of people up the now well-beaten piste to the Col de 
Lys; a very cold but cloudless day. Second breakfast at the Col de Lys 
with most glorious views of the Zermatt peaks. Then on to the Margherita 
Hut on top of the Signalkuppe at 4.554 metres. The long and somewhat 
breathless trudge was relieved by the absolute magnificence of the 
panorama. I was very envious of two men who were on skis, much more 
appropriate to the conditions than crampons. We then had a very pleasant 
walk down over 10,000 feet to the valley where we delighted to find that 
one of our wives had driven the six miles up the road to meet us. Back in 
camp we-found that Dave and Robin had had a rest day; Ray and Joan 
Reeves and Tom and Regina Kerrich had arrived. The next day Robin, 
Tom and Dave set out back to the Gnifeti Hut to attempt the Lyskamm 
traverse. The other three wanted a rest day so we planned to meet up with 
Robin and Dave at the Quintino Sella Hut at the far end of the Lyskamm 
traverse. Later that evening Shirley and Duncan Jeffray arrived and the 
climbing party was complete and with strong support in the valley. The 
tents were pleasantly grouped together with green grass between, the cars
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were parked within easy reach, the village shops were friendly, the pizza 
was excellent, the wine was good and cheap, the ladies loos were superb, 
Fiona Dixon had made us friends all round the site and I began to feel a 
certain mild optimism.

The walk from the head of the valley to the Quintino Sella Hut starts 
with a two stage cable car thereby cutting a six-hour hut walk down to 
three hours. Even if we had the strength of character to walk the first stage 
I do not think we would have enjoyed it much, since the valley looked more 
like a tank-training ground than an Alpine landscape, where the ski piste 
was being enlarged. From the top of the lift the route went direct up a very 
long ridge. There should have been some scrambling up fixed ropes but all 
these had disappeared under the snow. The top portion was quite exposed 
and at about 11,000 feet where the route dropped a few feet on the East 
side of the ridge, there were clusters of wild forget-me-nots. The Quintino 
Sella Hut was a delightful contrast after the motorway cafe atmosphere of 
the Gnifeti Hut. It was pretty full but had the traditional atmosphere of an 
Alpine Hut, with a warden who was cheerful and somehow got everybody 
fed without fuss. Outside the hut was a magnificent view of the South 
Face of Lyskamm and Castor with the track leading up to the Felikjoch. 
Dave, Tom and Robin were there having successfully traversed the 
Lyskamm, sharing the route with but one other party.

The problem was to decide what to do the next day. Shirley and 
Duncan were easy, it was their first day and they would be happy just to 
ascend Castor. The obvious route was the traverse of Castor and Pollux 
but we could see no way of doing this without ending going down to the 
Mezzalama Hut in the Val d'Ayas to the West of Gressoney. That, in 
itself, would be fine; that is largely why the hut is there but, in order to get 
back to camp it would be necessary to descend down the valley to about 
7,000 feet and then climb up about 1,500 feet to the Colle di Bettaforca 
at about 8,500 feet where the ski-lift arrives from the Gressoney Valley. If 
one got there early enough to catch the lift that would be fine; if not there 
would be a 2,500 feet of descent down the horrible ski piste. I felt that this 
day would be a bit long for me and was pleased when Alf and John agreed 
to come at least to the West peak of Lyskamm. Tom, David and Robin 
would set off for the traverse of Castor and Pollux staying in Valle d'Ayas 
if they felt like it.

The next morning was, as always, fine and we set off just before dawn 
up the Felikjoch track with a number of other parties. Dave, Robin and 
Tom went roaring ahead and out of sight up the ridge of Castor. Shirley 
and Duncan separated from us at the Felikjoch and set off up the now 
broad track leading to Castor. The route up the West peak of Lyskamm 
was delightful, a snow ridge airy enough to be interesting but broad 
enough to be safe lead to a long couloir on fairly good snow and ice agcin 
steep enough to be interesting without being terrifying. A few rocks and an 
easy ridge and we were on the West summit. The ridge ahead to the East 
peak was very narrow. We went along a little way, poised to jump off on 
the far side of anyone who fell off. We debated, recollected that Dave had
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said that the hardest bit was the route up on the far side of the East peak 
and somewhat reluctantly retraced our steps. Duncan and Shirley were 
back at the hut having enjoyed their ascent of Castor. We had to press on 
down, time being dictated by the fear, of missing the chairlift down. For 
the only time during the holiday we ran into a heavy rain storm which was 
fortunately not bad enough to stop the lift. We were most impressed when 
not long after we got back to camp the Castor and Pollux party came in 
having traversed the twin peaks, descended all the way down the valley, 
up to the col and in very good order inded.

The party was beginning to show signs of confidence and the next 
morning Tom, Dave and Robin set off to the Valtournanche for more 
varied fare.

The rest of us, after a pleasant rest day, set off back to the Gnifeti. 
Although there was less snow on the way up than on the previous occasion 
there had been a lot more snow high up. The Jeffrays were going to the 
Signalkuppe. Alf, John and I debated, reports were that no-one had 
attempted the Cresta Rey on the Dufourspitz and the only party that had 
attempted the frontier ridge from the Zumsteinspitz had turned back after 
11 hours on the ridge. We therefore followed the Jeffrays until just 
beneath the Signalkuppe but then set off across totally unmarked snow to 
at least get to the summit of the Zumsteinspitz. A very pleasant snow ridge 
on which we could keep moving lead to a short steep gully and finally 
to a rock step heavily iced. John lead up this with considerable aplomb ... 
When we got back to the Gnifeti hut at lunch-time it was already filling up. 
It had been overcrowded the previous night and it was obviously going to 
be two deep on the floor later. We decided to go down. Half way down we 
met Tom and Dave coming up. Other areas had been found unpromising. 
They were to attempt the Dufourspitz. We were tempted to join them but 
the hut we knew would be very full; we had to turn round and go uphill; 
and in my case I was worried that I might hold them up.

The next day was the last day and we explored magnificent alps full 
of flowers. In the evening about six o'clock Tom and Dave appeared. 

I They had got up the Cresta Rey which they had found in surprisingly good 
! conditions and had then traversed the Dufourspitz along the frontier ridge 

to the Zumsteinspitz back to the Gnifeti hut and down to the valley. I am 
sure that they were the only people who had done either route until then 
and made a very fine conclusion to the meet.

We were very lucky after the depressing start. This year the reports of 
nearly every party to the Alps were dismal in the extreme. We had chosen 
not only the right time to go for the weather but we had chosen one of the 
few areas where the very heavy snowfall did not hinder us and may even 
have made the going easier. We hardly crossed a crevasse. The area can be 
strongly recommended for all. A pleasant valley, very friendly Italians and 
few other foreigners, good walking at mid height and excellent snow work 
high up.
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M.A. M.   F. R. C.C. JOINT   BEETHAM COTTAGE

John Brown
(The joint meets with the FRCC led by John Brown are fast becoming
standard fixtures*. He has kindly sent us an account of the most recent one,

on 2nd 4th December, 1977).

It is generally understood nowadays that a joint meet with the Fell and 
Rock will be a happy and enjoyable occasion.

This one was no exception thanks to the invigorating cold weather and 
the warmth of the welcome from Gordon Mitchell and his fellow members 
(including the F.R.C.C. President). It was also a popular meet and 
Beetham Cottage was unable to cope with the demand. Apart from 
campers and lofters, a number of members had to sleep at Low House and 
Rawhead.

Bright wintry weather with a mantle of snow on the fells heralded 
Saturday as a good day for ridge walking and parties were out on Helvellyn 
and on the Eastern Fells. One group including no fewer than SEVEN 
M.A,M. past presidents set off from the Kirkstone Inn, along St. Raven's 
Edge to Pike How, John Bell's Banner, Stony Cove Pike, Thornthwaite 
Crag, High Street, The Knott, Rest Dodd, Brock Craggs and down to 
Hartsop and Beetham. Another party, doing the same route in the 
opposite direction retrieved the cars. Cold icy winds did not encourage 
much sitting about and everyone was down (even Ted and Stewart) before 
dark.

Tea, talking and snoozing round the fire (three of the joys of winter 
mountaineering) were the prelude to a happy evening at the Brotherswater 
Inn where excellent bar meals and beer and a lot of jolly chat were enjoyed.

Piercing winds and bright wintry sunshine kept us moving again on 
Sunday, when a group from both clubs set off round Brotherswater, 
followed Hartsop Beck up Dovedale (impressive frozen waterfalls higher 
up) and up to Hart Crag and Fairfield where snow conditions were ideal 
for walking   and over St. Sunday Crag to Patterdale.

Another party, from Beetham and Low House had arranged to meet 
in Langdale and look at Jacks Rake and Pavey Ark, but there was no 
opportunity to hear their report before we all went home.

(Note for the Committees of each club! In view of the popularity of these 
joint meets can Brackenclose be considered as the venue for the next one 
in the Lakes?).

BOOK REVIEW

MOUNTAINEERING FOR BEGINNERS. Mike Banks. Seeley 
Service & Co., London. £3.50 (February 1977).

This slim and rather expensive book is very easy to read if one is an 
experienced climber. It is copiously, though sometimes inaccurately,
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illustrated: I would not be happy if a companion used an axe belay on 
snow as in the chapter on Snow and Ice Climbing. There is an abundance 
of technical detail, so much in fact that I feel a novice would easily be 
confused.

There are plenty of works on climbing for beginners and in this 
congested field Mike Banks would have done better to have written on the 
lines of Kirkus's classic 'Let's Go Climbing' and used more of his personal 
experience to make a rather dry text more interesting.

B.A.F.J.

OBITUARIES

STANLEY ARTHUR

Stanley Arthur died on 13th December, 1976. It was fitting that his 
introduction to climbing should have been through Scouting, which, 
starting as a boyhood enthusiasm, became, in adult life, the principal means 
by which he met the obligations of a Christian conscience.

Stan's inborn response to the hills is seen in his having, at the age of 
15, led his younger sister and brother up the Miners' Path to the summit of 
Snowdon, but it was in his early 20's that his real interest in the mountains 
developed. At that time he was leading the 17-plus section (then called 
Rover Scouts) of the 51st Birmingham Scout Group, and, in compiling a 
Winter evening programme, he asked Jack Best to give a talk about rock- 
climbing. That talk and the questions which followed went on late into the 
evening. Jack sensed the youthful enthusiasm around him and offered to 
take a party to the rocks one Sunday. It was that first visit to Brassington 
which kindled Stan's enthusiasm for climbing. Jack Best took Stan on 
several MAM Meets and it followed naturally that he should join the 
Association, which he did in 1936.

Stan was fortunate to serve his climbing apprenticeship under the 
guidance and stimulation of such legendary MAM figures as Frank 
Wallbank, Wallace May, Geoffrey Brettell, Harold Restall, Eric Byne, 
Cyril Machin, and other wise and experienced members of that time. They 
taught him his mountaincraft; he learnt from them a respect for the hills   
and the respect for each other which comes of shared experience. The 
companionship of the hills was for Stan perhaps the most rewarding 
aspects of climbing; it found expression in his active participation in MAM 
Meets, on which he was often accompanied by his wife, Allie, who, 
herself, became an MAM Member in 1948, and continues so today.

Stan was no rock-climbing zealot; he had no burning ambition to test 
his skill and endurance against ever harder climbs nor reach any particular 
pinnacle of mountaineering achievement. He was content to enjoy the hills 
in all their moods whenever occasion permitted and to do so in the
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company of like-minded companions. Most of his climbing and walking 

was in North Wales, where he was often a week-end resident of Glan 

Dena, being present at the opening in 1945 and at the Jubilee Anniversary 

Meet in 1970. Over the years there wete forays in the Lakes, in Scotland, 

the Isle of Arran and always in Wales, sometimes with the MAM, often 

times with his family or friends. But the responsibilities of his family, his 

business career, his preoccupation with Scouting and his Church member 

ship limited the times he could 'go climbing'. Increasingly he treasured the 

all-too-few occasions when he could eat his sandwiches and light his pipe 

crouched behind some damp and windy boulder in Snowdonia!

He served the Association as Hon. Assistant Treasurer (subscriptions) 

from 1971  1976.
Stan Arthur gave a lifetime of sewice to Scouting in Birmingham. He 

held many appointments but is especially remembered as District 

Commissioner of Handsworth and as Deputy County Commissioner. He 

took a leading part in the development of Scouting facilities in Birmingham, 

particularly in connection with the Blackwell Training Centre and the 

Mountain Centre at Pen-y-bont-fawr. He was involved in the running of 

the 1957 Scout Jubilee Jamboree in Sutton Park and he led UK Cont 

ingents to Jamborees in Canada (1955) and Marathon, Greece (1968). He 

was awarded the Silver Wolf, the highest decoration of the Scout Move 

ment, "for service of the most exceptional nature".

Stan Arthur never climbed abroad except for some mountain walks 

in the Jotenheimen whilst on a family holiday in Norway; but, in his own 

quiet and undemonstrative way, he loved the British hills and found 

amongst them, and amongst those with whom he shared them, great 

contentment and a genuine re-creation.
P.R.A.

TALBOT CLAY

Talbot Clay was liked by everyone who knew him because he took the 

trouble to understand them. Brought up in a Methodist home he re 

mained abstemious but enjoyed company and the good things all his life.

His love of the countryside developed early by camping with school- 

friends and many visits to mid and North Wales with his family.

His business life began in the west country where he met his wife to be, 

and became an ardent motor cyclist hill climber until a broken leg 

diverted him to driving fast cars which he enjoyed and did well.

On his return to his home town, Birmingham, in his early thirties, he 

renewed his love of camping and walking, extending his interests to the 

Lakes and Scotland as well as North Wales. The hut on the Watkin Path 

was built in 1934 and remained a life-long and absorbing interest serving 

as a base for mountain walking, including the Welsh 3,000's in a day, and 

his interest in the bird life on Bardsey in particular.
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He became expert in bird recognition by sound and sight and knowledgeable about migration, breeding and the distinctive habits of most European species and gave devoted service to the West Midland Bird Club, and lectured to numerous audiences.
In 1939 he volunteered as an aircraftman in a balloon squadron and rapidly achieved .- commission and operated in England, the Orkneys, North Africa and Italy.
As a boy he was an enthusiastic supporter of Aston Villa an interest which lasted till the end of his life; as well as regular visits to Villa Park his support took him to many Cup Finals and a tour of Europe.
Not just a walker, bird watcher or football supporter, but a very sociable character; he loved to entertain a circle of friends, especially if they were ladies, with anecdotes which he told so well and endeared himself to all with his pungent wit and perspicaceous views on life in general. He coined many aphorisms and perhaps the one about the grapefruit 'there's more in this than meets the eye' is aptly applied to Talbot for whose life very many are the richer.

R.H.P.

HAROLD RESTALL

The death of Harold Restall has left a large gap in the lives of many members of the MAM who have enjoyed the privilege of his friendship for many years.
He joined the MAM in 1933 and his interest and enthusiasm never waned during the 34 years of his membership. He was an honorary member of the Association and represented it on the Mountain Rescue Committee for a long period. For some years he was also Organiser of Meets, giving willingly of the time and effort required by such a post. He was too, a member of the general committee. However, his name will always be best remembered as the instigator of Glan Dena. The purchase of the hut was arranged through him, and indeed it is not too much to say that, but for him, Glan Dena would never have been. During recent years "Harold's Meet" in the summer, attended largely by older members, was a particularly happy event.

He had a great love of the wild things of this earth. A bird watcher, he had the ability and the patience to watch and to film and photograph so that he acquired a wonderful collection of bird films which he was always pleased to show to others, near and far.
He also spent much time on filming climbs and methods of rescue and these films were used to stimulate safer mountaineering all over the country.
It was always a joy to him to introduce others to the mountains he loved so much. All his discoveries of the haunts of wild flowers, or birds, or beautiful viewpoints he was so ready to share with those he knew would appreciate them.
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In the life of the community in which he lived he placed his time and 
care at the disposal of his church; and both young and old knew that they 
could call upon him to help in ways in which he could be of special 
assistance. He had great sensitivity and his approach to others was always 
that of the gentleman with the emphasis on "gentle".

Many of us will miss the cheery welcome, the infectious laugh, and the 
spirit of comradeship which were so much a part of him. We shall not 
forget him; and those of us who have known him for many years and 
enjoyed his friendship will often think of and be influenced by the spirit 
that was in him, as we meet at Glan Dena or wander over the beloved 
mountains so dear to him.

M.M.S.

MADGE ROBINSON

The passing of Madge will be mourned by Association members of all ages, 
although perhaps her most vigorous period will be best remembered by the 
more senior members.

Madge Moss was a very vigorous young person, a county hockey 
player, a hard walker and a lover of the hills. She had a long association 
with the CHA, where she acted as hostess for long periods; 1 think it goes 
to about 50 weeks in four years, mainly at Eskdale. It was here that she met 
Peter in 1929, and even Peter admits she stretched him in her walking 
ability, once doing Kinder to Glossop   33 miles   and then acting as 
hostess to the party!

From their marriage in 1931 their partnership is almost a story of the 
Association, which they joined in 1934. It was a complete partnership with 
Madge working with Peter for the family, the Association and for many 
good works. Madge had a natural gift for sympathy and support and many 
are the richer for her friendship.

After peace in 1945 she worked with Peter to restore the social life of 
the Association; the early functions and dinners all bore the mark of her 
support.

It was a matter of regret that an injury to her Achilles tendon re 
stricted her mobility in the last ten years, but the interest remained and she 
would go into the hills with Peter even if she was restricted to the valleys.

Madge and Peter were a partnership, with Madge giving Peler 
encouragement in all that he did. In that partnership great things were 
done. We are all the poorer in her passing.

R.A.D.
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LETTERS

Dear Editor,
I heard today on the wireless a climber claim that he was the victim of 

a mountain rescue team which 'rescued' him. In bad weather he had spent 
some time at a bothy in Glen Affric, by design and not by accident. He did 
not wish assistance; he did not need assistance. The sergeant in charge of 
the rescue stated that '... despite Mr.... 's wide climbing experience 
and precautions, there is no doubt that he was being foolhardy". Would 
he have said this of a "Chris Scott" or a "Doug Bonnington" ?

In my opinion this man was at liberty to go off in bad conditions 
knowing his own capabilities. The consequences would be his. This may 
be regarded as an extreme view, but the other extreme is even less 
palatable   permission to walk and climb given by the local rescue chief, 
examination of equipment, production of certificate(s) of competence, 
detailed itineries to which one must adhere.

Are we in danger of becoming overwhelmed by well-meaning rescue 
teams? Will we be bedevilled in the future by the odious certificate? 
Already some, if not most, Education Authorities will not allow a school 
party to walk to Llyn Idwal from Ogwen Cottage without an M.L.C. 
holder in the party. The thin end of the wedge ?

Whether we like it or not certificates are here and I cannot see them 
going away. It is up to all who walk and climb in this country to monitor 
the use of mountaineering qualifications in the future to ensure that 
personal liberty is not eroded.

Yours sincerely, 

B. A. F. Jones.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Thanks are due to the following clubs who have kindly sent us copies of 
their Journals. These will be found! in Glan Dena or (temporarily) in th e 
hands of the Editor.

DEUTSCHER ALPENVEREIN
CLIMBERS CLUB
FELL AND ROCK .CLIMBING CLUB
LANCASHIRE CAVING AND CLIMBING CLUB
RUCKSACK CLUB
UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM MOUNTAINEERING CLUB
YORKSHIRE RAMBLERS

Members responded to the Editor's requests (i.e. threats) for articles 
and photographs (good black and white prints are hard to come by these 
days) in places as diverse as the Olan Hut in the Dauphine, on the slopes 
of the Monks Cowl in the Drakensberg and our own Glan Dena, and 
watering holes as diverse as the Ski Club Bar in London andtheCorpach 
Hotel; the Editor thanks them all; the Journal is theirs, and if it were not 
for them the Editor's job would be so easy as to be nonexistant. 
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